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ABSTRACT
DNA polymerase binds to the double stranded DNA and extends the primer strand by adding
deoxyribonucletide to the 3’-end. Several reactions in the polymerase active site have been
reported by Kornberg in addition to the polymerization. We observed DNA polymerase I can act
as a pyrophosphatase and hydrolyze deoxyribonucletide. In performing the pyrophosphatase
activity, DNA polymerase I requires to interact with RNA. RNA in general, was found to
activate the DNA polymerase I as pyrophosphatase. This hydrolysis causes depletion of dNTP
and inhibits DNA polymeration synthesis in vitro. In this RNA-dependent catalysis, DNA
polymerase I catalyzes only dNTP but not rNTP. We have also observed that many other DNA
polymerases have this type of the RNA-dependent pyrophosphatase activity. Our experimental
data suggest that the exonuclease active sites most likely play the critical role in this RNAdependent dNTP hydrolysis, which might have a broader impact on biological systems.

On the basis of the crystal structure of a ternary complex of RNase H (Bacillus halodurans),
DNA, and RNA, we have introduced the selenium modification at the 6-position of guanine (G)
by replacing the oxygen (SeG). The SeG has been incorporated into DNA (6 nt. - 6 nucleotides) by
solid phase synthesis. The crystal structure and biochemical studies with the modified SeG-DNA
indicate that the

Se

DNA can base-pair with the RNA substrate and serve as a template for the

RNA hydrolysis. In the crystal structure, it has been observed that the selenium introduction
causes shifting (or unwinding) of the G-C base pair by 0.3 Å. Furthermore, the Se-modification
can significately enhance the phosphate backbone cleavage (over 1000 fold) of the RNA
substrate, although the modifications are remotely located on the DNA bases. This enhancement
in the catalytic step is probably attributed to the unwinding of the local duplex, which shifts
scissile phosphate bond towards the enzyme active site. Our structural, kinetic and
thermodynamic investigations suggest a novel mechanism of RNase H catalysis, which was
revealed by the atom-specific selenium modification.

INDEX WORDS: DNA polymerase, Klenow fragment, Selenium-modified DNA, RNA, Phasing
and crystallization, Template, Substrate, Scissile bond, Km, Kcat, Kapp, Electrophoresis, Mass
spectrometry, Pyrophosphorylosis, X-ray diffraction, MIR, MAD, SAD, Anomalous scattering,
RNase H, Base pair shifting.
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Chapter 1

Protein-Nucleic Acid Interactions in Nulceases and Polymerases

Introduction
Interaction of protein and nucleic acid is the central of life, and this central dogma dictates life.
The life is based on the intricate interplays among DNA, RNA, and protein. DNA is transcribed
to RNA, which is translated to protein. Protein is never reverse-translated to RNA or DNA.
Except for retroviruses, DNA is never created from RNA either. Furthermore, DNA is never
directly translated to protein.

The replication and transcription of the genetic material found in DNA is catalyzed by protein
enzymes, and the expression of genes by translating RNA into proteins is regulated by protein
transcriptional factors. In addition, DNA can be modified by modifying enzymes through
protein-DNA interactions. Protein-DNA, protein-RNA, DNA-RNA, or protein-protein
interactions are responsible for gene expression. Gene expression is the process where
information from a gene is used in synthesizing a functional genetic product. These products are
often proteins, but in non-protein coding genes, such as rRNA or tRNA genes, the products
functional RNAs. The process and reglulation of gene expression is used by all known lifies eukaryotes (including multicellular organisms), prokaryotes (bacteria and archaea) and viruses to generate the macromolecular machinery for life. There can be dire consequences for the cell if
the interactions are lost. One example of the consequences of protein-DNA mis-interactions is
cancer. While the protein (e.g., p53) carries out many functions, one very important function is to
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alter the expression of genes in response to stress related to the tumor development (1). In many
forms of cancer, there has been a mutation to the DNA binding region of p53 (2, 3). The result of
many of these mutations is that p53 is no longer able to bind DNA strongly (4), which suppreses
the cancer formation. Many other transcriptional factors can also play roles in cancer
development. For example, the basic leucine zipper AP-1 is known to be involved in the spread
of tumor cells to other organs (5, 6).

Recently identified microRNAs (miRNAs) have emerged as key post-transcriptional regulators
of gene expression and involved in diverse physiological and pathological processes (7-9).
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are large and ubiquitous classes of non-coding RNAs that regulate posttranscriptional silencing of target mRNA. Over 700 miRNAs have been identified in the human
genome. MicroRNA has binding recognition sequences in 57.8% of human mRNAs, with 72%
containing of those mRNAs having multiple miRNA recognition sites (10, 11). The miRNA are
70-100 nt. transcripts (pre-miRNA) and contain a 6-8 nt. seed region at its 5'-end for mRNA
binding. The pre-miRNA is first cleaved by DROSHA, a nuclear endoribonuclease III, and then
binds to the double-stranded RNA-binding proteins, followed by a active exportion to the
cytoplasm via a mechanism dependent on Exportin 5 and Ran GTPase. The pre-miRNA is
further processed in a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex consisting of Argonaute proteins and
Dicer (endoribonuclease III), which cleave the pre-miRNA into the mature 19-22 nucleotide
miRNA. The miRNA-Argonaute complex then binds to target mRNAs and recruits additional
unidentified proteins for regulating target mRNAs (7, 12-14). It has been reported that the central
tumour suppressor, p53, enhances the post-transcriptional maturation of several miRNAs with
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growth-suppressive function, including miR-16-1, miR-143 and miR-145, in response to DNA
damage (15, 16).

Protein interactions occur through similar physical forces with DNA and RNA which include
electrostatic interactions (salt bridges) (17, 18) dipolar interactions (hydrogen bonding, H-bonds)
(19, 20) entropic effects (hydrophobic interactions) (21, 22) and dispersion forces (base stacking)
(23-25). These forces contribute in varying degrees to proteins binding in a sequence-specific
(tight) or non-sequence specific (loose) manner (26).

The secondary and tertiary structure formed by nucleic acid sequences (especially in RNA)
provides an important additional mechanism by which proteins recognize and bind particular
nucleic acid sequences. The DNA- or RNA-binding function of a protein is localized in discrete
conserved domains within its tertiary structure. An individual protein can have multiple repeats
of the same nucleic acid binding domain or can have several different domains found within its
structure. The identity of the individual domains and their relative arrangement are functionally
important within the protein. Several common DNA binding domains include zinc fingers (27)
helix-turn-helix (28), helix-loop-helix (29), winged helix(30) (31) Ketan S Gajiwala and Stephen
K Burley) and leucine zipper (32). RNA-binding specificity and function are constituted by zinc
finger, KH (K homology) (33), S1 (serine rich domain) (34-36), PAZ (37, 38), PUF
(Pumilio/FBF) (39, 40) and RRM (RNA recognition motif (41, 42) domains. Multiple nucleic
acid binding domains with a single protein can increase specificity and affinity of the protein for
certain target nucleic acid sequences, mediate a change in the topology of the target nucleic acid,
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properly position other nucleic acid sequences for recognition or regulate the activity of
enzymatic domains within the binding protein (43).

Protein-RNA interactions are required in every step of gene expression. Proteins interact with
RNA in order to splice, protect, translate or degrade the message. The first interaction occurs just
after transcriptional initiation, when the complement to the promoter sequence is cleaved out of
the mRNA and the capping machinery incorporates a "GpppN" cap at the 5' end of the mRNA
(44, 45). This results in recruitment of elongation factors that regulate the reset of mRNA
transcription. Elongation is followed by 3'-end processing and splicing, resulting in a mature
RNA transcript that is exported to the cytoplasm for translation. All of these processes require
significant protein-RNA interactions and are highly regulated and complex. Many of the
regulatory elements for this process reside in non-coding regions 3' and 5' untranslated regions
(UTRs) of the mRNA (46). However, regulatory microRNAs (miRNAs) also occur in coding
regions of introns, as well as exons, non-coding genes and repetitive elements. In recent years,
increased emphasis has been placed on the importance of these non-coding RNA sequences and
their roles in cellular regulation and disease states (15, 47). However, tools for the study of
critical protein RNA interactions have been limited. If we can better understand how these
proteins interact with nucleic acids, we may be better able to treat the cancers that result from
incorrect protein-DNA and protein-RNA interactions.

Although there are plentiful methods have been developed in detecting protein-DNA or proteinRNA interactions, and numerous studies have been made in elucidating their functions, still there
are many interactions and functions remain unravealed. In this dissertation we have been
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reporting some novel properties and functions of two well studied proteins in two separate
chapters. These proteins are RNase (H) and DNA polymerase I; both are extensively studied in
three dimensional and mechanistic details. RNase H protein is an endonuclease that binds to
RNA-DNA duplex and cleaved RNA non-specifically. DNA polymerase I is a E.coli DNA
polymerase which add deoxyribonleotides at the 3’-primer end that consider as DNA repair
enzyme. This enzyme was discovered and characterized by Arthur Kornberg in 1967 (48, 49).
We have studied DNA polymerase I and we found that this DNA-dependent DNA polymerase
can also interact with RNA; this interaction causes hydrolysis of DNA precursor, the dNTP, in a
fairly higher rate. Our biochemical and kinetic analysis showed the DNA polymerases as a whole
preserve this RNA interacting property that causes dNTP hydrolysis.

Selenium now emerges as a major area of research. It is found as an essential trace element for
all living organisms. Selenium containing amino acid selenocysteine recognized as the 21st
amino acid. It is incorporated into protein by ribosome mediated protein synthesis. There are at
least 25 specific, genetically determined human selenoproteins have been identified, many of
which have only recently been discovered. Besides physiological role of selenium, its anomalous
scattering property is made possible to circumvent the phase problem in X-ray crystallography.
Now selenium is routinely being introduced into protein via selenomethionine for solving crystal
structure. Selenium is also using in nucleic acid for structure determination. Selenium has been
introduced in a variety of position in nucleobases and in ribose moiety of DNA and RNA. The
crystal structure of the selenium modified DNA and RNA provided new details about the
interactions and mechanism. It has also found that the selenium introduction produce better
resolution in X-ray crystal structure. The quality of crystal is better and it grows much faster than
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without selenium.

We investigated X-ray structure of RNase H (Bacillus halodurans) co-

crystallized with with selenium modified DNA/RNA duplex. In selenium modified DNA, which
serve as a template for RNase H (BH), seleno G (SeG) located at two positions of the 6-nts DNA.
It has been observed that the selenium modified DNA forms stable base pair with substrate RNA
in the enzyme active site. It has also been observed that selenium atom on the DNA template
causes shifting of base pair (dSeG….rC) 0.3 Å. This shifting pushed the scissile phosphorous
atom of the RNA substrate towards active site although it located remotely on the template DNA.
We performed kinetic analysis for the RNase H (BH) with selenium modified DNA and RNA to
observe the shifting effect. We found that this base pair shifting resulted in enhanced catalytic
performance of RNase H (BH) over thousand folds compare to the native. The RNase H is a
ubiquitous protein found in many organisms, from bacteria to human. The role of RNase H1 has
been implicated in mitochondrial DNA replication in eukaryotes (50) , primer removal from
Okazaki fragment in lagging strand DNA synthesis (51, 52) , and DNA repair (53-55).

Our observations suggest that RNase H activity can be enhanced by introducing selenium atom
in DNA. This novel function can be addressed in unraveling mechanism of protein-DNA or
protein RNA interactions; also this strategy could be helpful to design DNA or RNA that could
enhance enzyme activity.
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Chapter 2

RNA-dependent Pyrophosphatase Activity of DNA polymerase I

2.1 Abstract
Constitutively expressed Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I is a DNA-dependent DNA
polymerase and belongs to group I of DNA polymerase. Removal of N-terminal 5´-3´
exonuclease domain of this tri-functional enzyme produces bi-functional Klenow fragment.
Polymerase, located on the C-terminal, function includes incorporation of deoxyribonucleotide
monophosphates (dNMPs) at 3´ primer end while 3´-5´ exonuclease activity excises
misincorporated dNMP form the same site, if any. The function of 5’--->3’ exonuclease domain
is implicated in removing primer during Okazaki fragment synthesis. In order to carryout
canonical functions, the DNA polymerase I requires minor groove specific binding to primertemplate complex. Here, we report that, in vitro, in the presence of RNA, the DNA polymerase I
functions as pyrophosphatase that degrade deoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (dNTPs) into their
corresponding dNMPs and pyrophosphates. However, this catalysis is primer-template
independent and requires RNA activation. The binding of RNA with DNA polymerase I is fairly
strong, very close to binding with double stranded DNA duplex. In RNA dependent catalysis
substrates are highly specific, dNTPs were being degraded while ribonucleotides (rNTPs) were
not. All four dNTPs were found to be degraded by the DNA polymerase I unlike to most other
dNTP pyrophosphatases and triphosphatases, such as MutT and dGTPase, respectively. It also
found that the DNA polymerases in general activated by RNA and hydrolyze dNTP into
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corresponding dNMP and pyrophosphate. From kinetic analysis it was observed that the DNA
polymerases with 3’---->5’ exonuclease active site were more efficient in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis. This suggested the involvement of 3’--->5’ exonuclease active site in RNA
dependent dNTP hydrolysis. The molecular mechanism of the RNA-dependent dNTP
pyrophosphatase activity of the DNA polymerase I, however, remains to be elucidated. In
summary, we found that the DNA polymerase I has a novel dNTP pyrophosphatase activity in
the presence of RNA. Importantly, this phenomenon may be generally present in vivo and may
help fine tuning dNTP pool level and participate in DNA replication regulation.
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2.2 Introduction
Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I (pol I) belongs to ‘family A’ repair enzymes involved in
proofreading (56, 57), nucleotide excision repair (58), primer removal (59), and Okazaki
fragment synthesis (60). Pol I is a single chain tri-functional enzyme includes the N-terminal 5΄3΄ exonuclease, 3΄-5΄ exonuclease (proofreading), and C-terminal polymerase functions. 5΄-3΄
exonuclease activity removes RNA primers from Okazaki fragments generated during the
replicative DNA synthesis. The proteolytic removal of N-terminal 5΄-3΄ exonuclease domain
produces bi-functional Klenow fragment that retains 3΄-5΄ exonuclease (proofreading) and
polymerase active site of the parent molecule (61). The function of the 3΄-5΄ exonuclease active
site is to remove misincorporated dNMPs from 3΄ primer ends (proofreading function), and
several dNMPs from the point of lesion in 3΄-5΄ direction during repair. The C-terminal
polymerase activity is used to fill gaps resulted from the removal of Okazaki fragment and from
removal of bases at DNA lesions (62).

DNA polymerase I is a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase as it requires binding to DNA for
their activity. The binding of DNA polymerase I to dsDNA is very strong and it also could bind
to ssDNA but weakly in this case (63). When it binds to ssDNA, the Pol I hydrolyzes
phosphodiester bond and removes dNMP from 3΄-5΄ direction by its 3΄-5΄ exonucleolytic active
site (64-67). Here, we report that, DNA polymerase I interacts with RNA and that interaction
enables DNA polymerase I to hydrolyze dNTP into dNMP and inorganic pyrophosphate. This
catalysis is RNA dependent and only dNTPs, not rNTPs, are recognized and hydrolyzed. The
molecular mechanism of this RNA dependent dNTP pyrophosphatase activity of the Pol I,
however, remains unclear. Since this is our in vitro study and it is unclear also whether this
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phenomenon persists in the cellular level. If this observed dNTP degradation occurs in living
system it could be significant for several reasons. Organism needs to maintain dNTP pools in a
narrow range. The dNTPs do not have any known function other than serve as a DNA precursors
require for genome replication and repair. The imbalanced dNTP pool size may initiate
mutagenesis, stimulation of genetic recombination, chromosomal abnormalities, DNA break
down, and cell death (56, 68-71). To prevent these genomic abnormalities, organisms have
evolved multiple layers of control in dNTP biosynthesis. There are also several degradation
mechanisms exists in living system in keeping the four dNTPs concentrations in a narrow range,
just enough needed for genome replication and maintenance. The biosynthetic regulations occur
at transcription (72-75), translation (76, 77), and post-translational (78, 79) levels. Beside these
differential biosynthetic regulations, which are cell-cycle dependent (76) and compartmentalized
(80) also, another level of control is extended by degradation of DNA precursor molecules.
Pyrophsophohydrolase enzymes such as E.coli MutT, which prefers substrate in order of 8-OHdGTP>8-OH-ATP but active on all canonical nucleoside triphosphates (81, 82), or its human
counterpart hMTH1 that also has substrate preference in order of 2-OH-dATP >8-OH-dGTP or
8-OH-dATP (83)

hydrolyze the oxidized purine nucleoside triphosphates

into nucleoside

monophosphates and thereby ‘sanitize’ them from dNTP precursor pools. E.coli has a unique
enzyme, deoxyguanosine triphosphate triphosphohydrolase (dGTPase) which was first
discovered by Kornberg et al. (1958) as a contaminant in partially purified E.coli DNA
polymerase I preparations. This enzyme specifically degrades dGTP into deoxyguanosine and
triphosphate or in some extent rGTP, with the Km 2-5 µM for dGTP and 150 µM for rGTP (8486). It has also been reported that the dGTPase could binds and stimulated by RNA as well as
ssDNA (87) and this enzyme in wild type E.coli could lead to 5-fold decrease in intracellular
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dGTPs concentration (88-90). Although the physiological significance is ambiguous, it has been
hypothesized that the interactions of dGTPase with nucleic acids may prevent bacteriophage
gene T7 1.2 protein binding that would otherwise required for successful phage infection. There
is another class of enzyme called (deoxy) nucleotidases present in prokaryote and mammal in
different subcellular localization that cleaves (deoxy) mononucleotides into (deoxy) nucleosides
and phosphates (91-93).

In effect, the intricate regulations of dNTP biosynthesis and

degradation rates determine the cell cycle dependent, balanced and asymmetric ((94)
concentration of dNTP in the intracellular milieu.

The DNA polymerase I is the most extensively studied DNA polymerase in perspective of
molecular, mechanistic, and structural details. In this article, this is the first time reporting of
another novel pyrophosphatase function of the Pol I which is activated by RNA. Apparently, the
RNA binding to the Pol I is different from the usual binding property of the Pol I because it is
established that it binds to ssDNA, dsDNA, and primer-template complex. In primer-template
complex binding occurs through the Arg668 residue of the Klenow fragment that makes critical
hydrogen bond to the N3 of purines and O² of pyramidines of the minor groove of the 3΄- primer
terminus (95) as well as to the ring oxygen of the deoxyribose group of the incoming dNTP (88)
which eventually insure the fidelity of dNTP incorporation (96, 97). Another unusual property
we observed here is that, comparing to other nucleotide hydrolytic enzymes (discussed above),
the Pol I degrades all the four dNTPs, but not when the substrates are rNTPs. Furthermore, we
found that the RNA –dependent dNTP hydrolytic property is not limited only to Pol I, rather a
number of DNA polymerases from different polymerase family interact in the same manner and
hydrolyzes dNTP. The Km and Kcat of the DNA polymerases have detrmined by Michaelis-
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Menten method. Different DNA polymerases showed differential values of kinetic parameters. It
has been noticed that the DNA polymerases with the three functional domains, 5΄--->3΄
exonuclease, 3΄--->5΄ exonuclease (proofreading), and polymerase, have the highst RNAdependent dNTP hydrolytic activities. This analysis indicated that the exonuclease active site of
the DNA polymerase may involve in RNA-dependent dNTP hydrolysis.

Based on our limited studies the physiological implications of the RNA-dependent dNTP
hydrolysis property of the DNA polymerases is not immediately apparent. Nevertheless, among
many dNTP pools control mechanisms, our observed phenomenon may exists in the living
system which suggests an additional mechanism that may “fine-tune” the dNTP pools.
In this study, we have made a series of biochemical and kinetic studies in vitro and the
experimental results allow us to propose that the DNA polymerase I can acts as RNA-dependent
dNTP pyrophosphatase which hydrolyzes dNTP into corresponding dNMP and inorganic
pyrophosphate. This RNA interacting functions of DNA polymerase I is novel and it is rationale
to revisit the extensively studied DNA polymerase I.
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2.3 Materials and Methods:

2.3.1 Synthesis and purification of oligonucleotides:
Oligonucleotides:
RNA24.1 5´-AUGUGGAUUGGCGAUAAAAAACAA-3΄,
Template: DNA55.1: 5΄-d(TGTACGTTTCGGCCTTTCGGCCTCATCAGGTTGCCTATAGTGAGTCGTATTA CGC)-3΄,
DNA Primer 21.1:

5΄-d (GCGTAATACGACTCACTATAG)-3΄

The RNA 24.1 was purchased or synthesized chemically. Chemical synthesis was performed on
a 1.0 or 10 µmol scale using an ABI392 DNA/RNA Synthesizer and the deprotection of RNA
was done as described (98). Products were separated by 19 % polyacrylamide, 7 M urea in 1X
TBE buffer (89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid and 2 mM EDTA) gel (40 X 35 cm X 0.8 mm). The
gel was pre-run for 1 hr at 40-50 watts without cooling and electrophoresis was performed at 4050 watts for 2 hours. After electrophoresis, the gel over a TLC plate was visualized under UV
light and desired bands were cut, crushed in 1.5 ml eppendorf tube. Gel was placed in a rotator
after addition of 3 volumes of RNase free water. The soaking was done overnight at room
temperature. RNA 24.1 was recovered by ethanol precipitation and its concentration was
measured by UV spectrophotometer. RNA 24.1 was also purchased from Dharmacon Research
Inc. and 2΄-protection groups were deprotected according to the manufacturer instructions. After
synthesis, the DNA oligonucleotides were cleaved from solid support and fully deprotected by
aqueous ammonia (concentrated) treatment for 14 h at 55 °C (99). Separation and purification
were done by the methods described above.
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2.3.2 Extraction of total RNA
Total RNA from E.coli and Yeast were extracted using RNA purification kit (purchased from
Epicentre Biotechnologies). Briefly, 0.1 -0.5 µL of an overnight culture of E.coli (0.5-3 X 10^6
cells) were lysed with 300 uL ‘Tissue and Cell lysis solution’ containing Proteinase K incubating
at 65ºC for 10 min. 150 µL of MPC protein precipitation reagent was added, centrifuged (10
minutes ≥10,000 X g) and supernatant was collected. Precipitation of RNA was performed by
centrifugation with 70 % isopropanol at 4ºC for 10 minutes (≥10,000 X g). Contaminated DNA
was removed by incubating RNA with 200 µL DNase I solution ( 5 µL of RNase-Free DNase I
up to 200 l with 1X DNase Buffer) for 10 minutes at 37ºC. 200 µl of 2X ‘T and C Lysis
Solution’ was added, vortex for 5 seconds, and 200 µl of MPC Protein Precipitation Reagent was
added. Debris was removed by centrifugation for 10 minutes at ≥10,000 X g. Supernatant was
collected and RNA was precipitated by centrifugation with 70 % isopropanol and RNA was
washed ( twice ) with 70 % ethanol dissolved in water after air drying. Total RNA from Human
Prostate Cancer cells and RNA ladder were purchased from Ambion Technologies (USA).

2.3.3 Synthesis of γ-³²P-dATP
γ-³²P-dATP was prepared by transphosphorylation of dADP from γ-³²P-ATP catalyzed by
baker’s yeast nucleoside diphosphate kinase (EC. 2.7.4.6; Ndk, Sigma Chemical Co, St, Louis,
MO). A 20 µL reaction mixture containing 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.5), 5 mM MgCl2, 2.5
mM dADP, 1.25 µM γ-³²P-ATP (4 x 10^6 Ci /mol), 3.4 unit of Ndk was incubated at 37 ºC for
15 min. The reaction mixture was spotted on PEI-cellulose TLC plates (Aldrich) and developed
in 0.6 M triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer (pH 8.0). Radioactive nucleotides were visualized
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by autoradiography, and the cellulose in the area that contained γ-³²P-dATP was removed. γ-³²PdATP was eluted from the cellulose with 1 ml of 0.6 M triethylammonium bicarbonate buffer
(pH 8.0), and the mixture was centrifuged. The supernatants from three washes were combined
and lyophilized, and 500 µl of 15 mM dATP was added to the lyophilized sample, yielding 15
mM γ-³²P-dATP.

2.3.4 Degradation reaction
Reactions (5 µl) contained 0.2 µl of DNA polymerase (144 nM), 0.5 µl buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl,
10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol pH 7.9), 0.1 µl α -³²P-dCTP or α -³²P-dATP or
α -³²P-rCTP or α -³²P-rATP, 2 µl RNA (200 ng/ µl) and 2.2 µl water were incubated in water bath
for 1 hr at 37ºC. For control experiment equal volume of water was supplemented for RNA or
DNA polymerases. Different DNA polymerases were purchased from New England Biolab.

2.3.5 Alkali hydrolysis
A total of 14 µl reaction was prepared for NaOH hydrolysis. 2 µl γ-³²P-ATP, 1.4 µl 100 mM
NaOH (final 10 mM), and 10.6 µL water were mixed and heated at 90 °C and aliquots were
collected at 0,1, 5, 10, 30, and 60 min.

2.3.6 Pyrophosphatase reaction
In a total 5 µl reaction that contains 2 µl of the reaction materials , 0,5 ml buffer (10 mM TrisHCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.9), 2.25 µl H2O, and 0.05 unit of
inorganic pyrophosphatase (EC 3.6.1.1) were incubated at 37 °C for 15 min.
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2.3.7 Polynucleotide kinase reaction
A total 10 µl reaction containing 1 µl of 1 µM (1 pmol) primer 21.1 mixed with 1 µl 10X PNK
buffer, 4 µl γ-³²P-ATP, 1 µl polynucleotide kinase (1 unit) and 3 µl water were mixed and
incubated in water bath at 37 °C for 1 h. Then the reaction was heated at 68 °C for 10 min to
inactivate the enzyme. 1.11 µl 3 M NaCl was added (final 30 mM) and mixed, 33.33 µl 100 %
ethyl alcohol was added (final 70 %) and chilled at -20 °C for 15 min. the reaction mixture was
centrifuged (14,000 rpm) for 15 min. at 4 °C. Supernatant was discarded, pellet was washed 3
times with 70 % ethanol, air dried and 10 µl H2O was added.

2.3.8 DNA polymerization reaction in the presence of RNA
A total of 5 µl reaction that contains 1 µl of 100 nM 5΄-labeled DNA primer 21.1(final 20 nM)
and 0.5µ l of 2 µM DNA template 55.1 (final 200 nM) were mixed with 0.5 µl buffer (10 mM
Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.9), 0.2 µl of each dNTP. The
final concentration of each dNTP was as follows: dATP - 240 nM (0.2 µl from 6 µM stock),
dTTP - 60 nM (0.2 µl from 1.5 µM stock), dCTP- 200 nM (0.2 µl from 5 µM stock), and dGTP 180 nM (0.2 µl from 4,5 µM stock). Total 5 µl reactions also contain various amount of E.coli
total RNA. Reaction 1 contained no RNA (2 µl water added), reaction 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 contained
10 ng (1 µl from 50 ng/µl stock and 1 µl water), 20 ng (2 µl from 50 ng/µl stock), 50 ng (0.5 µl
from 1 µg/ul stock and 1.5 µl water), 100 ng (1 µl from 1 g/µl stock and 1 µl water), and 200 ng
(2 µl from 1 µg/µl stock) total E.coli RNA, respectively. 0.2 µl DNA polymerase I was added to
each reaction and incubated at 37 °C for 30 min. DNA polymerase I, Klenow fragment, wild
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type and mutant, and all other polymerases were purchased from New England Biolab (USA)
and RNA ladder from Ambion biotechnology (USA).

2.3.9 TLC analysis
TLC plates of 10 µM layer thickness purchased from micron technology, USA. The recation
materials of amount 0.2 - 0.5 µl were placed at the bottom of the TLC plate with corresponding
controls. The bottom of the plate was submerged in the buffer keeping the loading place one inch
above the buffer layer. The chromatographic plates were allowed to soak for 30 - 45 minutes at
room temperature keeping the chamber air tight. The buffers were mixed solution of isopropyl
alcohol, ammonium hydroxide and water with ratio 5:4:2 or 6:3:1, respectively.

2.3.10 FPLC analysis
A total 150 µl reaction consists of 200 ng/µl E. coli, 100 µM dATP, were mixed with buffer
reaction buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.9). A
50 µl aliquot was removed which was regarded as “zero minute” (without enzyme). KF pol was
added to the rest to 150 nM (100 µl) concentration (final) and incubated at 37 ºC for 30 min and
50 µl aliquot was removed and placed in -20 °C. This aliquot was referred to as “30 min”. The
remaining 50 µl reaction was incubated for another 30 min which was called “1 hr” reaction. All
three reactions were analyzed by separating the reaction products by loading onto HiTrap Q HP
5 ml (Amersham bioscience) anion exchange column. The column was washed with 10 column
volumes (CV) of buffer A (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.8) and impurities were eliminated
with washing 10 CV of buffer B (10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.8, 1M NaCI) with a flow rate
1 ml/min. The column was equilibrated with 10 CV buffer A and each 50 µl reaction was
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injected into column. After sample injection, the column was washed with 5 CV of buffer A. A
100 ml buffer B with gradient (0 – 100%) was applied to the column at the flow rate 1 ml/min.
Different fractions of the reaction products were eluted by the gradient of buffer B. The retention
time of dATP, dADP or dAMP were determined by the run of each component separately and by
co-injection of each component with the reaction mixture. The amount of substrate (dATP) and
product (dAMP) in each run were appreciated by the UV absorption spectra set at 259 nM and
from retention time in continuous increasing gradient of buffer B. Peaks of the RNA or Pol I
were also determined from the separate run.

2.3.11 Gel shift assay
Gel shift assay was performed to determine the binding constants of DNA polymerase I with
RNA. The 5’-end of 55-mer the RNA labeled with

32

P by using standard method described

elsewhere. A of total of 20 µL reaction, for each enzyme concentration, contained 100 nM RNA
(final) mixed with 10 -100 pM 32P- labeled of the same RNA (5’-end) mixed with 20 nM, 40 nM,
60 nM, or 80 nM DNA polymerase I and and binding buffer (10 mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 %
glycerol, pH 7.0, final) and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. The mixtures were
then placed at 4 °C for overnight. The reaction materials were mixed with gel loading dye (10
mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 % glycerol, 0.001 % xylene blue (W/V), final) and loaded on 10 % non
denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The composition of running buffer was 5 mM tris chloride, 10
mM EDTA and pH 7.5 adjusted with acetic acid. Before loading samples the gels were pre-run
for 1hr to remove ammonium per sulfate (APS). The gels were run with a constant voltage (250
volts) for one hour in 4 C° cold room. Gels were fixed with 7% acetic acid, dried, scanned, and
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bands were quantified using a PhosphorImager. Images were also taken by exposing on X-ray
film.

2.3.12 Bacterial growth study
Chemically competent E.coli cells (Top10) was purchased from imvitrogen. A vial of competent
cell was mixed with 10 pmol pUC19 plasmid (purchased from invitrogen). In each tube H2O,
RNA (50 ng/µl), DNA polymerase I (80 ng/µl), dNTP (10 µM), RNA and DNA polymerase I ,
mixture of RNA, DNA polymerase I and dNTP, mixture of RNA, DNA polymerase I , and
rNTP, or mixture of RNA, DNA polymerase I , dNTP, and rNTP ( 10 nM) was added. The tubes
were kept on ice for 30 minutes and the cells were heat shocked for 45 sec. at 42 °C and
spreaded on Lb-ampicillin plate. The plates were incubated at 37 °C over night and in the
following day the growth of the cells were observed visually.

2.3.13 Mass spectrometry analysis
The dAMP peak at 4 minutes retention time from FPLC run (section 3.10) was collected. The
sample was desalted by desalting column and dAMP was further purified by HPLC using
Carbon-13 column (C-13, hydrophobic column). A gradient 40 % acetonitrile was used to elute
dAMP from C-13 column. Elute from C-13 column was lyophilized and dissolved in water to
concentration 10 µM. A 20 µl of the sample was sent to Core facility, Department of Chemistry,
Georgia State University for high resolution mass spectrometry analysis. The dAMP peak was
observed with a molecular mass 330 ([M − H]−).
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2.3.14 Kinetic analysis: There were total nine different DNA polymerases have been used for
kinetic study.The reaction conditions were as the same as degradation reaction described in
section 3.4. A total of 20 µl reaction material was prepared in determining reaction rate for each
dATP concentration. At 0, 0.5, 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 minute’s interval 2 µl of the reaction material
was removed and reaction were terminated by immediately mixed with loading buffer (contained
7 M urea) and placing in ice. The ‘0’ minute refers to control which was separated before adding
DNA polymerase and the same amount of water added instead. There were 100 nM to 100 µM
substrate were used for determining reaction rate for each DNA polymerase. All DNA
polymerases were purchased from New England Biolab.
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2.4 Results and discussions
Investigations on Escherichia coli DNA polymerase I have been carried out over many decades.
A wealth of information of this DNA primer-template directed DNA polymerase remain in our
repertoire that arises from extensive structural, mutagenesis, and kinetic studies. In our present
study we have found a novel function of DNA polymerase I. We found that in the presence of
RNA, the DNA polymerase I degrades dNTP into dNMP and PPi in vitro. The reaction can be
described as follows:

RNA

dNTP

dNMP +
DNA polymerase I

PPi
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2.4.1 Klenow fragment hydrolyzes of dCTP into dCMP and PPi in presence of RNA
In order to determine the role of DNA polymerase I and RNA in the deoxyribonucleotide
degradation pathway in vitro, α-³²P-dCTP was incubated with or without Klenow fragment and
RNA. After incubation at 37 ºC for 1 hr, the reaction mixtures were placed on TLC plates and
the results were analyzed from co-spots of dCTP, dCDP, dCMP, and α-³²P-dCTP for the
presence of product α-³²P-dCMP and substrate α-³²P-dCTP. It has been found that degradations
of α-³²P-dCTP into α-³²P-dCTP and PPi have been taken place when the reactions contained both
Klenow fragment and RNA. In addition to total RNA from E.coli, RNA from other sources, such
as, yeast (Figure 1, lane-9), human (Figure 1, lane-10), RNA marker (Figure 1, lane-11), and 24
base-long short synthetic RNA (Figure 1, lane-12) were examined. RNA of different sources
and of different length has found to activate Klenow fragment. The hydrolysis did not caused by
RNA or KLenow DNA polymerase alone as there were no hydrolysis observed in the absence of
any of them (Figure 1, lane- 7, 8). These observations suggest that RNA could interact with
Klenow fragment and this activation enable Klenow fragment to hydrolyze dCTP into dCMP and
inorganic pyrophosphate.
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Hydrolysis of dCTP by Klenow DNA polymerase in the presence
of RNA from various sources
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Figure 1. Degradation of dCTP by the Klenow fragment in the presence of RNA from different
sources.
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Figure 1. Degradation of dCTP by the Klenow fragment in the presence of RNA from different
sources.
A 5 µL reaction containing 0.2 µL α-³²P-dCTP (final 184 nM) incubated with or without 0.2 µL
DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment (final 144 nM). Each reaction supplemented with 2 µL
RNA (200 ng) or with 2 uL water and 0.5 ul 10X buffer 2[10 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 50
mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol (pH 7.9)]. Finally, 2.1µl water was added in each reaction to
reach the volume 5 µl. Reactions were incubated in water bath at 37 °C for 1 h. 1 µl of reactants
loaded on the TLC plate and ran in saturated ammonium solution (isopropyl alcohol: ammonium
hydroxide: water, 5:3:2) for 1 h. After air drying plates were wrapping with thin saran wrap and
location of dCDP, and dCTP were visualised under UV light. Plates were then exposed to film
and autoradiographed. Location of the radioactive substrate or product was determined by
comparing with the cold dCTP or dCMP on the TLC plate. Degradation α-³²P-dCTP,s observed
in the presence of both RNA and Klenow fragment (lane- 5) but not observed in the absence of
either RNA (lane- 7) or Klenow fragment (lane- 8). Degradation also observed when α-³²P-dCTP
incubated with Klenow fragment and RNA isolated from yeast (lane- 9) or human (lane- 10) or
RNA from commercial RNA marker (lane-11). But very little degradation was observed when
shorter-length RNA (24-mer) was present at this time (lane- 12). When mutant Klenow fragment
(exoˉ) substituted for wild-type Klenow fragments very little degradation was observed (lane13). This enzymatic reaction was Mg+² dependent as no degradation was observed when EDTA
(20mM) was added in the reaction (lane- 14).
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2.4.2 Klenow fragment hydrolyzes of dATP into dAMP and PPi in presence of RNA
We observed in Figure 1 that the Klenow fragment hydrolyzes pyramidine nucleotide (dCTP) in
the presence of different kinds of RNA. Enzymes are very specific for substrate selection due to
specific configuration in their active site. As dCTP is one of the precursors of DNA from
pyramidine nucleotides, we examined purine nucleotide to observe whether Klenow fragment
could also hydrolyze dATP activated by RNA. We incubated dATP with Klenow fragment and
RNA and we observed that dATP was hydrolyzed into dAMP and PPi (Figure 2a, lane- 4, 7, 11,
14, and 17, Figure 2b, lane- 4, 7, and 14). It also observed that hydrolysis did not occur in the
absence of RNA (Figure 2b, lane- 17, 18) or in the absence of Klenow fragment (Figure 2a, lane6, 9, 13, 16, 19, Figure 2b, lane- 6, 9, 13, and 16), the same results we observed in Figure 1. We
used wild type and mutant Klenow fragment (exo-) where in the later the 3’---> 5’ exonuclease
function has been abolished by D424A point mutation. It also has been observed the Klenow
fragment (exo-) was less efficient in dydrolyzing dATP in the presence of RNA (Figure 2a, lane5, 8, 12, 15, 18, Figure 2b, lane- 5, 8, 12, and 15). These observations indicated that the Klenow
fragment interacting with RNA hydrolyzed dATP, the purine precursor of DNA.
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Hydrolysis of dATP by Klenow DNA polymerase in the presence of RNA from various
sources
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Figure 2: Degradation of dATP by Klenow DNA polymerase in the presence of RNA from
various sources.
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Figure 2: Degradation of dATP by Klenow DNA polymerase in the presence of RNA from
various sources.
32

P - α labeled dATP incubated with KF pol (exo + or exo -) or RNA or both. (a). RNA from

human, yeast, E. coli, hammerhead ribozyme (HH) (WT -wild type) and HH – mu (mutant). (b).
RNA marker (100b – 1 kb), 23S ribosomal RNA, 55-nts RNA, 24-nts RNA. Hydrolysis of dATP
occurred only when both RNA and Klenow fragment were present (Figure a, lane- 4, 7, 11, 14,
and 17) and Figure b, lane- 4, 7, 11, and 14. But hydrolysis was not observed when only RNA
(Figure a, lane- 6, 9, 13, 16 and 19) and Figure- b, lane 6, 9, 13, and 16) or only polymerase
(Figure b, lane- 17 and 18) was present. Klenow fragment (exo-) which have point mutation at
D424A hydrolyzed none or very little dATP in the presence of RNA (Figure a, lane- 5, 8, 12, 15,
and 18, Figure b, lane- 5, 8, and 12, and 15).

2.4.3 Anion exchange chromatographic analysis showed dAMP as a product of RNA dependent
dATP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I
In Figure 1 and 2, we observed that RNA activated Klenow fragment hydrolyzed dNTP into two
products, dNMP and PPi. The presence of the 32P-α-dNMP (product) and 32P-α-dNTP (substrate)
on the TLC plates were determined by comparing the Rf (retention factor) of non-radioactive
dNMP or dNTP as reference. In this procedure, non-radioactive dNMP or dNTP was placed on
the same level as radio labeled on the TLC plate and after run the plates were illuminated under
UV light and the position of the references were marked. After radiographing the TLC plate, the
X-ray film was compared to the marks and the positions of
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P-α-dNMP or

32

P-α-dNTP was

determined. We also conducted anion exchange chromatography (AEC) to determine the
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presence of product dAMP in the hydrolysis reaction. Anion exchange column (DEAE sephadex) was used to separate the product dAMP from the mixture of dAMP and dATP based
on the net charge differences between them. In anion exchange chromatography compounds are
separated on the basis of net negative charge. At pH 7.8, dAMP and dATP have, two and four
negative charges, respectively. Therefore, in DEAE – sephadex column dATP would retain
longer time, as it has more negative charges than dAMP, which could be eluted at different time
by NaCI gradient. In our experiment we incubated the substrate dATP with DNA polymerase I in
the presence of E.coli total RNA for different time periods and analyzed by FPLC using anion
exchange column. We analyzed three sets of reactions, “0 min”, “30 min”, and “1 hour”. The “0
min” reaction contained only dATP (substrate) and E.coli total RNA but without DNA
polymerase I. The “30 min” and “1 hour” reactions contained dATP (substrate), E.coli total RNA
and DNA polymerase I and incubated for 30 min and 1 hr, respectively. The profiles were
presented in Figure 3. When the “0 min” reaction was subjected to chromatography by anion
exchange column, only dATP peak was observed with retention time 11.34 min with the UV
intensity 3.5 mAU (blue).
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Anion exchange chromatography showed dAMP is the product in RNA dependent
dATP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I

FPLC analysis
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Figure 3: FPLC analysis showing the generation of dAMP as a product of dATP hydrolysis by
DNA polymerase I in the presence of E.coli total RNA.
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Figure 3: FPLC analysis showing the generation of dAMP as a product of dATP hydrolysis by
DNA polymerase I in the presence of E.coli total RNA.
The substrate dATP was incubated with DNA polymerase I in the presence of E.coli total RNA
for different time periods and analyzed by anion exchange column. Blue -“0 min”, E.coli total
RNA and dATP (without DNA polymerase I), only dATP peak at retention time 11.34 min with
UV intensity 3.5 mAU was observed and no peak showed up at 4.0 min retention time. Green E.coli total RNA, dATP, and DNA polymerase I incubated for 30 min. The dATP peak was
reduced to 2.75 mAU and simultaneously dAMP peak appeared at 4.0 min retention time with
UV intensity 2.0 mAU. Red - E.coli total RNA, dATP, and DNA polymerase I incubated for 1
hr. The 11.34 min dATP peak totally disappeared and the dAMP peak at 4.0 min retention time
and UV intensity was increased from 2.0 mAU to 2.75.
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Retention time profiles of dAMP and dATP in chromatographic analysis
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Figure 4. FPLC analysis showing the retention time of dAMP and dATP eluted from anion
exchange column.
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Figure 4. FPLC analysis showing the retention time of dAMP and dATP eluted from anion
exchange column.
(a) dATP was mixed with the reaction (dATP, RNA, and Klenow DNA polymerase) that has
incubated for 4 hours. The resulted mixture was injected into anion exchange column. The UV
intensity of dATP peak at retention time 11.34 has increased (comparing with “red” in figure 3).
(b) dAMP was mixed as the same as in (a) following same procedure. The peak at retention time
4.0 min was raised from UV intensity 3.0 mAU to 4.3 mAU. (c) RNA and Klenow DNA
polymerase were incubated for 1 hour (without substrate dATP) and was injected into anion
exchange column following the same procedure. There was no peaks were observed at 4 min
(dAMP) and 11.34 (dATP) min that have seen in (a) and (b).
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When the same reaction mixture was incubated for 30 min by the addition of DNA polymerase I,
the same dATP peak was observed but with decreased UV intensity (2.75 mAU). This “30 min”
incubation reaction has generated the products dAMP that can be visualized at retention time 4
min (green) with UV intensity 2.0 mAU. After incubating the same reaction for one hour, all the
products (dATP) were hydrolyzed, as a result there was no dATP peak was visualized at
retention time 11.35 min (red). This disappearance of the substrate was due to the hydrolysis of
dATP that can be observed as conversion to dAMP that appeared at the retention time 4.0 min
with higher UV intensity. It was also noticeable that in “0 min” (blue) there was no peak for
dAMP but at “30 min” (green) the dAMP peak appeared with UV intensity 2.0 mAU which was
increased to 2.75 mAU by “1 hr” incubation (red). So the anion exchange chromatographic
results has proven the presence of the product dAMP in the reaction mixture that contained the
substrate dATP, DNA polymerase I, and RNA. The retention time of dAMP and dATP, 4.0 min
and 11.34 min, respectively, was confirmed by mixing dAMP or dATP with 1 hr incubation
mixtures and were analyzed using the same procedure described in Figure 3. It could be observed
that in “1 hr” reaction where all the dATP was hydrolyzed (red, Figure 3), by the addition of the
dATP in the same reaction, the UV intensity was re-appeared at the same retention time 11.34
min (Figure 4b). So it was very much clear that the peak at retention time 11.34 min in Figure 3
was for the substrate dATP. In the same manner the peak at 4 min in Figure -3 (red) which was
increased from the UV intensity 2.75 mAU to 4.5 mAU by the addition of dAMP was for the
product dAMP (Figure 4b).
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2.4.4 Mass spectrometry showed dAMP as a product in RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by
DNA polymerase I
In order to confirm further the dAMP as a product of dATP hydrolysis by RNA dependent DNA
polymerase I, we analyzed the reaction product by mass spectrometry. The dAMP peak (Figure
3, retention time 4 min) from anion exchange column which has been incubated for one hour
(red, Figure 3) was collected. The sample was desalted by desalting column and dAMP was
separated by HPLC using C-13 column (hydrophobic column). A gradient 40 % acetonitrile was
used to elute dAMP from C-13 column. Elute from C-13 column was lyophilized and analyzed
by mass spectrometer. Results is shown in Figure 5 and dAMP peak was observed with a
molecular mass 330 ([M − H]−). This mass spectrometry analysis provided the evidence that
dAMP was the product of dATP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I in the presence of RNA.
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Mass spectrometry shows dAMP as a product in RNA-dependent dATP
hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I
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Figure 5. Mass spectrometry analysis showing dAMP as a product in RNA-dependent dATP
hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I.
The MS was analyzed by electrospray ionization method [M − H]−. The molecular mass of
dAMP is 331and removing one proton the mass appeared as 330 for major species.
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2.4.5 The second product of dATP hydrolysis was pyrophosphate (PPI) in RNA-dependent
catalysis by DNA polymerase I
Deoxyribonucleoside triphosphates (dNTP) were found to hydrolyze into two products,
deoxyribonucleoside monophosphates and inorganic pyrophosphate, by DNA polymerase I in
the presence of RNA (Figure 1, 2). The product dAMP was confirmed by placing cold dAMP as
reference and co-spot with reaction that produced dAMP. The presence of dAMP was further
established by FPLC (Figure 3) and mass spectrometry analysis (Figure 5). In order to proof the
PPi as another reaction product of RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis, ³²P-γ--dATP was incubated
with DNA polymerase I and RNA. In ³²P-γ-dATP, the terminal gamma phosphate was radiolabeled and upon hydrolysis into dAMP and PPi, only the PPi, but not dAMP, would be
visualized on radiogram when run on the TLC plate. First, a marker was developed by partially
hydrolyzing γ-³²P-ATP with 10 mM NaOH (90 ºC, 1 hr incubation), to generate pyrophosphate,
monophosphate, and non-hydrolyzed γ-³²P-ATP. The marker was used to detect the relative
positions of the products generated from ³²P-γ--dATP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I in the
presence of RNA. The alkali hydrolysis of γ-³²P-ATP produced three bands, 32PPi (bottom), 32Pi
(middle), and nonhydrolyzed ³²P-γ-ATP (Figure 6, lane-1). The position of nonhydrolyzed ³²P-γATP was confirmed by placing intact ³²P-γ--ATP (Figure 6, lane-3) and 32PPi by hydrolyzing it
with inorganic pyrophosphatase enzyme. The partially alkali hydrolyzed reaction was neutralized
by10 mM HCL and the reaction was treated with inorganic pyrophosphatase. By this
enzyme,32PPi was hydrolyzed to 32Pi and as a result the 32PPi was disappeared and accumulated
as 32Pi in lane- 2 (Figure 6). The intensity of 32Pi band in lane- 2 (Figure 6) became stronger than
in lane- 1 (Figure 6).
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³²P- γ -dATP hydrolysis showed pyrophosphate (PPI) was the second product
in RNA-dependent catalysis by DNA polymerase I
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Figure 6. Generation of pyrophosphates during the hydrolysis of γ-³²P-dATP by the DNA
polymerase I in the presence of RNA.
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Figure 6. Generation of pyrophosphates during the hydrolysis of γ-³²P-dATP by the DNA
polymerase I in the presence of RNA.
Ladder was generated by partial hydrolysis of 32P-γ- ATP heated with 10 mM NaOH (final) at
90 °C for 30 min. Three species

32

P-γ- ATP, Pi, and PPi were observed on TLC plate (lane-1).

Same amount of sample from lane 1 was neutralized to pH 7.0 by HCL, and further incubated
with the enzyme pyrophosphatase for 30 min at 37 °C to digest PPi into Pi that placed on lane- 2.
All PPi converted in Pi (lane- 2). γ-³²P-dATP incubated with the DNA polymerase I in the
presence of RNA loaded on lane 5, mostly PPi and little amount of Pi were produced. Equal
amount of sample from lane 5 incubated with pyrophosphatase, all PPi converted into Pi (lane6). 32P-γ- ATP was incubated with DNA polymerase I and RNA and no hydrolysis was observed
(lane- 7) (Lane- 3 and lane- 8, only 32P-γ- ATP and 32P-γ- dATP, respectively).
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When the reaction containing

32

P-γ- dATP, DNA polymerase I, and E.coli total RNA was

incubated for hydrolysis, inorganic pyrophosphate (32PPi) was produced that can be seen in
Figure 6, lane-5 (bottom band). The product dAMP was not visualised in X-ray film as the αphosphate of dATP was not labeled with 32P. In order to determine the presence of 32PPi, equal
amount of the reaction product (Figure 6, from lane- 5) was incubated with pyrophosphatase.
The inorganic pyrophosphate was hydrolyzed into 32Pi and Pi as a result
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PPi disappeared and

appeared as monophosphates (Figure 6, lane- 6). These observations indicated that inorganic
pyrophosphate was produced by enzymatic hydrolysis of dNTPs by the DNA polymerase I in
presence of RNA along with dAMP.

2.4.6 The substrate of DNA polymerase I in RNA dependent hydrolysis was only the
deoxyribonucleotides (dNTP’s)
The substrate of DNA polymerases are deoxyribonucleotides in DNA polymerization reaction.
Binding of dNTP to the Klenow DNA polymerase occurs through the interactions of several
positively charged residues on the enzyme with the negatively charge on the phosphate oxygen
of tri-phosphate nucleotides. The residues Lys-758, Arg-682 and His-734 on the “O” helix
interact with the β and γ phosphates and anchor the nucleotide tri-phosphate on the enzyme. It
has been proposed that DNA polymerase I employ several mechanisms to incorporate correct
nucleotide into the growing DNA chain. At the first defense the steric gate build by the residues
Glu-710 and Tyr-766 prevents ribonucleotides to enter into the active site. It has been suggested
that Glu-710 is hydrogen-bonded to the γ-OH of the invariant tyrosine at the C terminus of the
O-helix (Tyr-766), with the consequence that the aliphatic carbons of the Glu side chain are
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positioned such that they could exclude the 2’-OH of an incoming rNTP (figure 8) (100-102).
Other two approaches have proposed unambiguously that distinguish a correct or an incorrect
nucleotide. First, noncomplementary nucleotides bind to the polymerases in the ground state
more weakly than a complementary dNTP (103). Second, it is believed that only a
complementary nucleotide allows a rapid conformational change to form a ternary complex that
aligns the nucleotide and 3‘-OH of the primer in the correct orientation for the formation of a
phosphodiester bond (2, 63). By these precise and elaborate mechanisms DNA polymerases
prevent non-canonical substrates from incorporating into the DNA growing chain.
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In RNA-dependent catalysis, Klenow fragment uses dNTP as a substrate
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P-α- dATP, C.
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P-α- dATP by itself; RNA (E.coli): E.coli total RNA;

RNA (human): Human total RNA; Klenow frag.: Klenow fragment
Figure 7: In RNA-dependent catalysis Klenow fragment used dNTP as a substrate but not rNTP.
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Figure 7: In RNA-dependent catalysis Klenow fragment uses dNTP as a substrate but not rNTP.
Two deoxy- (dATP, dCTP) and two ribo- (ATP, CTP) nucleotides were used as substrate in the
hydrolysis reaction to observe substrate preference by the Klenow fragment in RNA dependent
catalysis. dCTP,s were used in lane- 1, 3, 5, and 7 and we monitored its hydrolysis by various
combinations. In presence of Klenow fragment and E.coli RNA (lane- 5) or human RNA (lane7) dCTP’s were hydrolyzed. But in the presence of only RNA (lane- 1) or in the presence of only
enzyme (lane- 3), dCTP was not hydrolyzed. In lane- 9, 11, 13, and 15 dATP substrate was
examined. In presence of Klenow fragment and E.coli RNA (lane-13) or human RNA (lane-15)
dATP’s were hydrolyzed. But in the presence of only RNA (lane-9) or in the presence of only
enzyme (lane-11), dATP’s were not found to hydrolyze. But the CTP or ATP was not observed
to hydrolyze in the presence or absence of RNA or Klenow fragment.
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Active site of Klenow fragment designed to prevent rNTP from incorporating
into DNA growing chain

Lys 758

“Finger” domain

His 734
Tyr 766
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Glu 883

Polymerase active site
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Nature (London) 313, 762–766. (PDB: 1KLN)

Figure 8: Cartoon diagrams of Klenow fragment complex with dsDNA. The important amino
acid residues involved in dNTP binding, so-called steric gate and polymerase active site.
Residues Lys-758, Arg-682, Arg-754, and His-734 interact with β and γ phosphate of dNTP. The
uncharged portion of dNTP, deoxyribose ring, interacts with Phe762. Glu-710 makes “steric
gate” with Phe 762 which prevents rNTP to enter into active site. Asp 705, Asp 882, and Glu 883
on the “palm” domain coordinates with the metal ions in the active site. The 3’-end of the primer
DNA is in 3’-5’ exonuclease active site.
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The X-ray crystallographic structure of Klenow fragment is presented in Figure 8. Two active
sites are present in Klenow fragment, namely, polymerase and 3’--->5’ exonuclease active site.
The incoming dNTP anchored on the “finger” domain and the oxygen atoms on β and γ
phosphate of dNTP electrostatically interact with the residues Lys-758, Arg-682, Arg-754, and
His-734. Upon binding of dsDNA on the “thumb” domain the resulted conformational change of
the enzyme allows dNTP to enter into the active site. On route to polymerase active site located
on the palm domain, so called “steric gate” created by the Glu-710 prevents rNTP to enter. The
side chain of glutamate repulses the 2’-OH of the ribose sugar and this is one of the intrinsic
properties of Klenow fragment that maintain the fidelity in DNA synthesis. Our RNA-dependent
dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I suggests the same phenomenon might restrict the rNTP
to enter into the active site. Because we observed that Klenow fragment hydrolyzes only dNTP
that depend on RNA. We found that deoxy-ribonucleotide from both purine (Figure 2) and
pyramidine (Figure 1) were hydrolyzed by DNA polymerase I in the presence of RNA. It is
established that the DNA polymerase I prefers dNTP as a substrate for DNA polymerization over
rNTP. We extended our study to observe whether rNTP could be utilized by DNA polymerase I
as a substrate for hydrolysis activated by RNA. We incubated rCTP or rATP with Klenow
fragment and the results were presented in Figure 7. It was observed that neither rCTP (Figure 7,
lane -6, 8) nor rATP (Figure 7, lane-14, 16) was hydrolyzed by Klenow fragment in the presence
of E.coli (Figure 7, lane -6, 14) or human (Figure 7, lane - 8, 16) RNA. On the other hand dCTP
(Figure 7, lane - 5, 7) or dATP (Figure 7, lane -13, 15) was hydrolyzed in the presence of E.coli
(Figure 7, lane -5, 13) or human (Figure 7, lane - 7, 15) RNA. From these set of results it can be
concluded that the DNA polymerase I uses only dNTP as a substrate in RNA dependent
catalysis.
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Crystal structure of Klenow fragment complex with DNAduplex showing backbone
interaction with enzyme and different sheets and helices

A
B

Beese,L.S., Derbyshire,V., Steitz,T.A.(1993) Structure of DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment
bound to duplex DNA Science 260: 352-355, (PDB: 1KLN)

Figure 9: Crystal structure of Klenow fragment (aa 324-927) complex with DNA duplex
(13nts/10 nts). Residues constitute 3’-5’ exonuclease domain (aa 324-517) shown in blue.
Polymerase domain (aa 518-927) shown in red. Negatively charge DNA backbone interact with
the conserved amino acids Asn-575, Lys-635, Arg-631, Glu-611, Thr - 609 on the polymerase
domain (conserved amino acid highlighted yellow). The 3’-end of 3-nts overhang is in the 3’-5’
exonuclease active site. (b) Helices and sheets of the Klenow fragment.
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Conformational change Klenow fragment upon binding of DNA duplex

Beese,L.S., Derbyshire,V., Steitz,T.A.(1993) Structure of DNA polymerase I Klenow
fragment

Figure 10. Differences in protein (Klenow fragment) conformation upon binding of DNA duplex.
(a) Representation of the solvent accessible surface of apo-KF. (b) Representation of the solvent
accessible surface of KF when bound to DNA. Cleft 1 contains the polymerase active site. Cleft
2 is formed upon binding duplex DNA, which it contains.
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Crystal structure of Klenow fragment binding with single stranded DNA
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Figure 11. X-ray crustallography structure of Klenow fragment showing (A) cartoon structure
with 3-nts long single stranded DNA in 3’---->5’ exonuclease active site (B) 3-nts long single
stranded DNA in 3’---->5’ exonuclease active site surrounded by amino acid residues involved
in catalysis.
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2.4.7 Binding of RNA with DNA polymerase I is fairly strong
The crystal structure of Klenow fragment complex with DNA duplex presented in Figure 9 was
published in 1985 by Ollis, D. L., et. al. Binding of DNA duplex with Klenow fragment was
found to create a conformational change in the protein. Comparison of the apo and DNA
complex structures showed that a conformational change occurs in a thumb-like region of the
protein that makes direct contacts with the duplex portion of the DNA (Figure 10). Residues 558
to 637, including two long helices, H and I (Figure 9B), move toward the 3' to 5' exonuclease
domain to interact with the DNA.

The DNA-induced conformational change in Klenow

fragment produces an obvious second cleft between the thumb and the exonuclease domain into
which the duplex DNA binds. Binding of duplex DNA are made exclusively through protein
interactions with the DNA phosphate backbone. The side chains of the residues Asn-575, Lys635, Arg-631, Glu-611, Thr – 609 which are conserved in DNA polymerase I make interaction
with O-atoms on the backbone phosphates. Dissociation constant (Kd) of Klenow fragment and
duplex DNA showed very tight binding with a Kd 1.4 nM (102) that has been observed from gelshift assay.
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Gel shift assay for binding of DNA polymerase I with RNA
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Figure 12. (a) Gel shift assay for binding of DNA polymerase I with RNA. Different amount of
DNA polymerase I, 0, 20, 40, 60, or 80 nM was incubated with fixed amount RNA (50 nM). Top
band showing bound RNA with DNA polymerase I and bottom band contains free RNA. (b)
Dissociation constant of DNA polymerase I binding to RNA. The estimated Kd is 42.8 nM.
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Binding of Klenow fragment with single stranded DNA also reported. In crystal structure of
three nucleotides long single stranded DNA and Klenow fragment complex, the single stranded
DNA was observed in 3’--->5’ exonuclease site (Figure 11A). It has been observed that the 3’OH end was surrounded by the residues involved in 3’--->5’exonuclease catalysis (Figure 11B).
The biochemical and kinetic studies showed that the 3’--->5’exonuclease function of Klenow
DNA polymerase hydrolyzed single stranded DNA from the 3’-end in DNA duplex containing
3’-end overhang. Until recently, there was no study have been made in the perspective of RNA
interaction with Klenow DNA polymerase.

In our present study we observed the interaction of RNA with Klenow fragment causing
hydrolysis of NTP. We speculated that this interaction must be occurred through the binding of
RNA with Klenow fragment. Gel-shift assay has been conducted to examine whether the RNA
binds to DNA polymerase I and from the dissociation constant of binding was determined.
For the gel shift assay
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P-labeled RNA (55-nts) was mixed with cold RNA to make the final

concentration 50 nM. The RNA mixed with 20 nM, 40 nM, 60 nM, or 80 nM DNA polymerase I
in binding buffer (10 mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 % glycerol, pH 7.0, final) and incubated at room
temperature for 30 min. The mixtures were then placed at 4 °C for overnight. Before loading on
the gel, the reaction materials were mixed with gel loading dye (10 mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 %
glycerol, 0.001 % xylene blue (W/V), final) and loaded on 10 % non-denaturing polyacrylamide
gel. The composition of running buffer was 5 mM tris chloride with 10 mM EDTA and pH was
adjusted to 7.5 with acetic acid. Before loading samples the gels were pre-run for 1hr to remove
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ammonium per sulfate (APS). The gels were run with a constant voltage (250 volts) for one hour
in 4 C° cold room. Gels were fixed with 7% acetic acid, dried, scanned, and bands were
quantified using a PhosphorImager. Image was also taken by exposing on X-ray film. Results
were shown in figure 12. The amount of complex formed at equilibrium was estimated from the
ratio of band intensities of free RNA to the intensity of the band without the addition of
polymerase. This analysis allows measurement of the amount of complex formed in solution
before it was loaded on the gel and the neglect of the slight amount of dissociation of RNAprotein complexes which occurs in the gel. The fraction of RNA bound was plotted against
enzyme concentration and Kd (the concentration at which 50% of the RNA is bound) was
determined by interpolation. The estimated Kd of DNA polymerase I binding to RNA was 42.8
nM. This is the first time reporting of binding single stranded RNA to DNA polymerase I
although the single stranded DNA binding with Klenow fragment has been reported.
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2.4.8 dNTP hydrolysis depend on RNA concentration
Activation of enzyme requires for many catalysis. Those enzymes activity is sensitive to the
presence of specific substances that bind to the enzyme and causes conformational change in the
enzyme. In allosteric regulation an activator binds to the regulatory site of the enzyme (other
than the enzyme active site) causes conformational change so that enzyme can bind to substrate
efficiently. In this circumstance the enzyme activation regulation also obey the MichaelisMenten kinetics. If the enzyme concentration remains constant, the addition of excess activator
will not bring any change in the rate of catalysis. In our present study we provided ample data
that shown the DNA polymerase I hydrolyzes dNTP if RNA present in the reaction media. At
this time point we were not certain how RNA binds and regulates the enzymatic activity of DNA
polymerase I. We have conducted study by increasing RNA concentration gradually while
keeping the enzyme and substrate concentration constant. The aim of this experiment was to
understand whether the RNA concentration has any effect on dNTP hydrolysis.
We observed from the gel-shift assay (Figure 12) that the fraction of RNA bound to DNA
polymerase I increased as the enzyme concentration increases. It also means that the fraction of
DNA polymerase I bind to RNA is depending on RNA concentration. This effect we monitored
by incubating dNTP at different RNA concentrations while keeping the enzyme concentration
constant (50 nM). Fixed amount of dCTP (500 nM) was incubated with DNA polymerase I and
10-160 nM RNA (Figure 13). It has been observed that hydrolysis of dCTP increased with the
increasing in RNA concentration. But after certain RNA concentration (60 nM, lane-7, Figure
13a) the hydrolysis did not increased significantly although the RNA concentration has been
increased (lane 8-12, Figure 13a). The reason we did not observed the significant differences in
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hydrolysis might be the RNA binding site of Klenow DNA polymerase (50 nM) saturated with
the 50 nM RNA. This observation indicated that each molecule of RNA interacts with the same
number of enzyme molecule which does not obey the Michaelis-Menten kinetic principle.
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dNTP hydrolysis depend
depends on RNA concentration

1. 32P-α-dCTP, 2. Cold dCTP, 3. No RNA and cold dCTP co
co-spot with 32P-α-dCTP,4.
dCTP,4. 10 nM,
5. 20 nM, 6. 40 nM, 7. 60 nM, 8. 80 nM, 9. 100 nM, 10. 120 nM, 11. 140 nM, 12. 160 nM RNA
(final) and co-spot
spot with cold dCMP; 13. Cold dCMP

Figure 13. Degradation of α-³²P-dCTP
dCTP in presence of DNA polymerase I and different amount of
RNA. dCTP (500 nM, final) incubated with DNA polymerase I (50 nM, final) and 10, 20, 40,
60, 80, 100, 120, 140 or 160 nM of 55
55-nts RNA (lane 4-12). 1 µCi of α-³²P-dCTP
dCTP added to cold
co
dCTP to visualize on the X-ray
ray film and phoshoimager plate. In lane 2, RNA was replaced with
H2O in reaction and referred to as “0” RNA. All reactions were incubated at 37 °C for 30
minutes. The presence of hydrolysis product dCMP visualized by exposing X-ray
X
film and by
comparing with the corresponding reference spots (lane
(lane-13) and co-spot (lane-12)
12) of cold dCMP
under UV light. It was found that dCTP degradation started at 10 nM RNA concentration (lane
4) and reached maximum at 60 nM RNA concentrations (lane-7)
7) which was 80 %. The amount
of dCTP hydrolysis was not observed to increase further as with increasing RNA concentrations.
(b) Graphical representation of the dCTP hydrolysis by placing RNA concentration on X-axis
X
and % hydrolysis on Y-axis.
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2.4.9 Hydrolysis of dNTP inhibits DNA polymerization
In the course of our study we observed that in vitro DNA polymerase I hydrolyze dNTP in the
presence of RNA. The estimated amount we learn from time course analysis was 800 nM dCTP
in an hour (Figure 1). We also identified DNA polymerase I hydrolyzed both purine and
pyramidine deoxynucleotide with the same preference (Figure 1 and 2). These observations lead
us to appreciate whether the hydrolysis of DNA precursors in the presence of RNA bears any
significant effect in DNA synthesis. We annealed DNA template (55-nts) with DNA primer (21nts) and polymerization was initiated by adding DNA polymerase I, buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, 10
mM MgCl2, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.9), and dNTP. The dNTP concentration
was maintained to 10 mM, which was more than enough to support DNA synthesis under present
primer-template concentration. To observe the effects of RNA, various amount of RNA were
added to the polymerization reactions. The reactions were incubated for 30 min at 37 °C
containing 0, 10, 20, 40, 80, 100, 150, or 200 nM RNA (final). It can be observed when the RNA
concentration increased in the polymerase reaction the DNA synthesis decreases (Figure 14,
lane- 3-7). Maximum DNA synthesis occurred in absence of RNA (Figure 14, lane-2) whereas
maximum inhibition was observed at 200 nM RNA (Figure 14, lane-7, 88%) in comparing with
the negative control (Figure 14, lane-2). These results suggest that the dNTP hydrolysis by the
DNA polymerase I caused dNTP depletion from the dNTP pool. Since from from the hydrolysis
the dNTP level falls below threshold concentration, it could no longer supported the DNA
synthesis.
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Inhibition of DNA polymerization via dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase itself
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Lane 1. Primer, lane 2. No RNA, lane 3. 10 nM, lane 4. 20 nM, lane 5. 40 nM, lane 6. 80 nM,
lane 7. 100 nM, lane 8. 150 nM, 9. 200 nM, RNA, 10. Template
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Figure 14: Inhibition of DNA polymerization via dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I itself.
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Figure 14: Inhibition of DNA polymerization via dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I itself.
(a) DNA template (55-mer) annealed with 5΄- labeled primer (21-mer) and incubated with DNA
polymerase I, RNA, and dNTPs. After 30 min incubation at 37 °C the reaction products were
loaded onto 15% urea-polyacrylamide gel, dried after 2 h electrophoresis and autoradiographed.
Lane-1, 5΄-labeled primer; lane 2-7, polymerase reaction in the presence of RNA, 0, 10, 20, 40,
80, 100, 150, and 200 nM, respectively. It can be observed when the RNA concentration
increased in the polymerase reaction, the DNA synthesis decreases. Maximum DNA synthesis
occurs in absence of RNA (lane-2) and maximum inhibition occurred at 200 nM RNA (lane-7,
88%) in comparing with the negative control (lane-2). (b) Graphical representation of DNA
synthesis inhibition by dNTP hydrolysis.
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2.4.10 Pyrophosphate inhibits dNTP hydrolysis by Klenow DNA polymerase in the presence of
RNA
Pyrophosphorylosis or PPi exchange reactions could occur in DNA polymerase I active site in
addition to polymerization. These series of reactions in DNA polymerase I active site that might
happened was first established by Deutscher and Kornberg in 1969. Pyrophosphorolysis is the
reverse of the polymerization reaction in which pyrophosphate reacts with the 3'-nucleotide
monophosphate (NMP or dNMP), which is removed from the oligonucleotide to release the
corresponding triphosphate (dNTP from DNA, or NTP from RNA). Excising chain terminators
by HIV reverse transcriptase (RT) using PPi or ATP is the most thoroughly investigated
phenomenon (104) Certain HIV strains become resistant to drugs, such as AZT, which acts as a
chain terminator during reverse transcription. Due to mutation in reverse transcriptase the
organism able to enhance pyrophosphatase activity which add PPi in the chain terminator and
remove the drug and become self replicative (105).

Pyrophosphorylosis
PPi exchange

DNA n + PPi

DNA (n-1) + dNTP

DNA + dN-P-P-P + -*P-P

DNA + dN-*P-P-P + -P-P
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Inhibition of dCTP hydrolysis by pyrophosphates
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(a) 30 min incubation with PPi, (b) 1 hr incubation with PPi. Lane 1. Cold dCMP;
lane 2. reaction with no added PPi and co-spot with cold dCMP;
lane 3. Co-spot of cold dCTP and ³²P-α-dCTP; lane 4. 0.2 µM ;
lane 5. 0.4 µM; lane 6. 0.8 µM ; lane 7. 1 µM, PPi.
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Figure 15. Inhibition of dCTP hydrolysis by pyrophosphates.
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Figure 15. Inhibition of dCTP hydrolysis by pyrophosphates
A total 40 µl reaction containing RNA , dCTP, and Klenow fragment incubated with different
amount of pyrophosphate at two different time periods (procedure same as in Figure 1 and 2).
The reaction mixture of RNA, dCTP, and Klenow fragment with buffer distributed into 2 sets, 5
tubes in each set. Each tube contained 5 µl of the reaction materials. In each tube 0 (H2O
supplemented for PPi), 10 nM, 20 nM, 40 nM, or 60 nM pyrophosphates (final concentration)
was added. One set incubated for 30 minutes and another for 1 hour. After incubation, the
reactions were terminated by adding 1 mM EDTA and placing on ice. Each reaction was loaded
onto TLC plate as described in methods and materials. The results showed that the dCTP
hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I inhibited in both 30 min (a) and 1hr (b) incubations with
pyrophosphate. Lane 2 (a and b) were incubated at the same time but H2O was supplemented for
pyrophosphate. It has been found that dCTP hydrolysis was inhibited where pyrophosphates
were present (lane - 4-7). The inhibition observed was PPi concentration and time dependent. It
was not observed without pyrophosphates (lane- 2). In 30 min incubation (a) 5 (lane- 4), 20
(lane- 5), 35 (lane- 6), and 40 (lane- 7) % and in 1 hr incubation (b) 15 (lane- 4), 45 (lane- 5), 70
(lane 6), and 80 (lane- 7) % inhibitions occurred by 0.2 µM, 0.4 µM, 0.8 µM, or 1 µM PPi,
respectively, in comparing to the control (C, graph).
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Pre-steady-state kinetic experiments showed that in Klenow fragment active site nucleotide
insertion into DNA primer strand involves a number of sequential steps. It has been proposed
that in the open conformation the Klenow fragment can bind to the primer terminus after which it
is converted to the closed conformation by the incoming dNTP. Upon formation of a new
phosphodiester bond, pyrophosphate is released, and the DNA polymerase returns to the open
conformation, allowing for translocation of the enzyme to the new primer terminus. Binding of
dNTP to the Klenow fragment occurs through the interactions of few positively charged amino
acids located on “thumb” and “finger” domains. The residues are Lys-758, Arg-682, Arg-754,
and His-734 which interact with β and γ phosphate of dNTP whereas the uncharged portion of
dNTP, deoxyribose ring interacts with Phe762 (Figure 8) (106). Pyrophosphate was found to be
interacting with the same residues as dNTP’s do. It has been suggested that PPi binding site
overlaps the dNTP binding site in the ternary complex and PPi acts as a competitive inhibitor in
the polymerase reaction (107). We pursued our experiments to observe whether PPi could be the
inhibitor in the dNTP hydrolysis reaction by Klenow fragment in the presence of RNA. We
incubated the reactions containing RNA, dCTP, and Klenow fragment with different amount of
pyrophosphate for 30 minutes (Figure 15a) and 1 hr (Figure 15b). For each set of time a total of
four concentrations, 0.2 µM, 0.4 µM, 0.8 µM, or 1 µM PPi, were added. Each reaction was
loaded onto TLC plate and visualized by exposing on the X-ray film and the location of products
and substrates were detected from co-spot and each spot was quantified (see methods and
materials for details). The inhibitory effect of PPi was determined by plotting the percent
inhibition against PPi concentrations from interpolation by considering the reaction without PPi
(Figure 15 a,b, lane- 2) as negative control (Figure 15c). It has been observed that PPi caused
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significant amount of inhibition in dCTP hydrolysis in 30 min and 1 hr reaction periods in a dose
dependent manner. The highest inhibition was observed in 1 hr at 1 µM PPi concentration which
was 80% in comparing with control (Figure 15c). The concentration of Klenow fragment 50 nM
and dNTP 0.5 µM were maintained in the reaction. It has been observed that the hydrolysis
inhibited gradually with increasing PPi concentrations and dependent on time (Figure 15a,b, lane
4-7). It was also noticeable that the dCTP hydrolysis was not completely inhibited even the PPi
concentrations were large excess to the substrate concentration (Figure 15 a,b, lane- 6,7). As the
inhibition was depending on inhibitor concentration and time, it suggested that there was
competition between inhibitor and substrate in binding to enzyme. The pyrophosphorylosis
reaction also could happen that converted the product (dCMP) back into substrate by reacting
with the inhibitor PPi. This also suggested that the similar reaction could ensue in the Klenow
fragment enzyme reaction by interacting with RNA instead of primer-template.
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A comparison of primer-template DNA bound to four DNA polymerases

©1999 by American Society for Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Figure 16: A comparison of primer-template DNA bound to four DNA polymerases.
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Figure 16: A comparison of primer-template DNA bound to four DNA polymerases.

The complexes shown in A, B, and D are co-crystal structures, whereas the complex in C is a
homology model. These four structures have been similarly oriented with respect to each other
by superposition of the first two base pairs at the primer terminus. The primer strand and
template strand are labeled. A, Taq DNA polymerase bound to DNA. As with the other three
structures shown in this figure, the DNA stacks against the fingers and is contacted across the
minor groove by the thumb domain. B,the binary complex of HIV-1 RT and DNA . This
structure does not have a nucleotide-binding α-helix in the fingers domains. Instead, a β-hairpin
probably performs this function. C, the model of DNA bound to RB69 gp43. A likely DNAbinding α-helix has been highlighted. It appears that the thumb domain would have to move
toward the primer terminus to bind DNA analogously to the other polymerases.D, the ternary
complex of rat pol β with DNA and dideoxy-NTP. Domain D plays the role of the fingers and
presents an α-helix at the primer terminus. Domain B is analogous to other polymerase thumb
domains and binds the minor groove of the duplex substrate
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RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by different DNA polymerases (1)
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(a)
Lane -1. Cold dATP; lane -2. No RNA, KF (exo-), α -³²P-dATP and co-spot with cold
dATP;. lane -3. RNA, No Enz, α -³²P-dATP; lane- 4. RNA, KF (exo-), α -³²P-dATP; lane5. RNA, KF (exo-), α -³²P-dCTP; Lane -6. No RNA, KF (exo+) , α -³²P-dATP; lane -7.
RNA, No Enz, α -³²P-dATP; lane- 8. RNA, KF (exo+), α -³²P-dATP; lane- 9. RNA, KF
(exo+), α -³²P-dCTP; lane -10. No RNA, Pol I, α -³²P-dATP; lane -11. RNA, No Enz, α ³²P-dATP; lane- 12. RNA, Pol I, α -³²P-dATP; lane -13. RNA, Pol I, α -³²P-dCTP and cospot with dCTP; lane- 14. cold dCTP;

(b)
Lane -15. Cold dATP; lane. 16. No RNA, Pol β, α -³²P-dATP and co spot with cold dATP;
lane -17. RNA, No enz., α -³²P-dATP; lane- 18. RNA, Pol β, α -³²P-dATP; lane -19. RNA,
Pol β, α -³²P-dCTP; Lane -20. No RNA, Pol III, α -³²P-dATP; lane -21. RNA, No Enz.,
α -³²P-dATP; lane- 22. RNA, Pol III, α -³²P-dATP; lane- 23. RNA, Pol III, α -³²P-dCTP
and co-spot with cold dCMP; Lane 24. Cold dCMP

Figure 17: Hydrolysis of dNTP by different DNA polymerases in the presence of RNA. (a)
Klenow fragment (exo-) (lane- 2-5), Klenow fragment (lane- 6-9), DNA polymerase I (lane- 1013). (b) DNA polymerase β (human) (lane- 16-19), DNA polymerase III (polymerase subunit)
(lane- 20-23). All enzymes are showing dNTP hydrolytic activities in the presence of RNA. In
the absence of RNA or enzyme no hydrolysis was observed.
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RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by different DNA polymerases (2)
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(c)
Lane -25. Cold dATP; lane -26. No RNA, Taq, α -³²P-dATP and co-spot with cold-dATP;
lane -27. RNA, No enz., α -³²P-dATP; lane- 28. RNA, Taq, α -³²P-dATP; lane- 29. RNA,
Taq, α -³²P-dCTP; lane -30. No RNA, RT, α -³²P-dATP; lane -31. RNA, No Enz., α -³²PdATP; lane- 32. No RNA, RT, α -³²P-dATP; lane- 33. RNA, RT, α -³²P-dCTP and co-spot
with cold-dCMP; lane -34. Cold dCMP.

(d)
Lane 35. Cold dATP; lane -36. RNA, No enz. α -³²P-dATP and co-spot with cold dATP;
lane -37. No RNA, Vent (exo-), α -³²P-dATP; lane -38. RNA, Vent (exo-), α -³²P-dATP ;
Lane -39. RNA, Vent (exo-), α -³²P-dCTP ; lane -40. No RNA, Vent (exo+), ), α -³²P-dATP ;
Lane 41. RNA, Vent (exo+), α -³²P-dATP ; lane -42. RNA, Vent (exo+), α -³²P-dCTP
and co-spot with cold dCMP; lane -43. Cold dCMP.
RNA - E. coli total RNA, No enz. –No enzyme: KF (exo - ) - Klenow DNA polymerase (exo -), KF (exo+) –
Klenow DNA polymerase (exo+), Pol I - DNA polymerase I, Pol β - DNA polymerase β (human), Pol III –
DNAPolymerase III (polymerase domain), Taq – Taq DNA polymerase, RT - Reverse transcriptase,Vent
(exo-)-Vent DNA polymerase (exo-), Vent (exo+)-Vent DNA polymerase (exo+)

Figure 18: Hydrolysis of DNTP by different DNA polymerases in the presence of RNA. (c) Taq
DNA polymerase (lane 26-29), reverse transcriptase (lane 30-33), (d) Vent DNA polymerase
(exo-) (lane 37-39), Vent DNA polymerase (exo+) (lane 40-42). All enzymes are showing dNTP
hydrolytic activities in the presence of RNA. In the absence of RNA or enzyme no hydrolysis
was observed.
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2.4.11 All DNA polymerases interact with RNA and hydrolyze dNTP
All DNA polymerases those structures are known presently, appear to share a common overall
architectural feature that can be compared with a right hand and have been described as
consisting “thumb,” “palm,” and “fingers” domains. In Figure 16, the crystal structure of four
DNA polymerases is shown. The overall common features can be appreciated. The function of
the palm domain appears to catalyze the phosphoryl transfer reaction whereas that of the fingers
domain includes important interactions with the incoming nucleoside triphosphate as well as the
template base to which it is paired. The thumb on the other hand may play a role in positioning
the duplex DNA and in processivity and translocation. In present study our observations
suggested that Klenow DNA polymerase interacts with RNA that caused dNTP hydrolysis. We
included some other DNA polymerases in our study to see whether those have the similar
activity in interacting with RNA that cause dNTP hydrolysis. We observed that all the DNA
polymerases that we brought under study have similar activities as DNA polymerase I. They
interacted with RNA and hydrolyzed dNTP but with different magnitude (Figure 17, 18). It has
been found that vent DNA polymerase (exo+) has similar activity (Figure 18d, lane- 40) as
Klenow fragment but the other DNA polymerases, such as, Taq DNA polymerase (Figure 18c ,
lane- 28 ), reverse transcriptase (Figure 18c, lane- 33 ), vent DNA polymerase (exo-) (Figure
18d, lane- 38), DNA polymerase β (Figure17b , lane- 18), DNA polymerase III (polymerase sub
unit) (Figure 17b , lane- 22) and Klenow fragment (exo-) (Figure 17a , lane- 4,5 ) have lower
activities. These RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis reactions clearly demonstrated that the DNA
polymerases in general could interact with RNA which enables them to hydrolyze dNTP. The
RNA interacting dNTP hydrolysis property of DNA polymerases might be a common function
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that could arise from the common architectural features and the presence of common key
residues at proper positions.
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Different functional domains of DNA polymerase I

DNA polymerase I - a model enzyme
1. Extensive studied
2. Common 3-D architechture Thumb, palm, and finger sudomain
3. Polymerase, proofreading (3’--> 5’ exonuclease), and 5’--> 3’ exonuclease
functions present in a single polypeptide chain (103 kDa)

5’--> 3’
exonuclease

3’ --> 5’ exonuclease
( 324-517) -

Polymerase
Palm

Polymerase

Palm
N

C(960)
Klenow fragment, 68 KDa

(a) DNA polymerase I

3’-->5’ exonuclease

(b) Crystal structure of Klenow fragment

Figure 19. Different functional domains of DNA polymerase I. (a)The DNA polymerase I is
single chain polypeptide with 960 amino acid long (horizontal bar). It has three functional
domains, the N-terminal 323 amino acid (blue) makes 5’----> 3’ exonuclease domain, the middle
324-517 residues (red) 3’---.> 5’ exonuclease domain, and C-terminal 518-960 make polymerase
domain (green). (b) Crystal structure of Klenow fragment is on the right showing 3’-->5’
exonuclease and polymerase domains.
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2.4.12 Three active sites of DNA polymerase I involved in RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis

DNA repair enzyme DNA polymerase I, a single chain polypeptide containing three domains,
each with unique property. The N-terminal functional domain called 5’---˃3’ exonucleases
remove nucleotide from 5’ to 3’ direction. This domain excises RNA primer from the lagging
strand during DNA synthesis. Its role also implicated in removing pyrimidine dimer (T-T dimer)
that may result from exposure of DNA to UV radiation. The 3’---˃5’ proofreading domain
located on the middlewhich removes misincorporated nucleotide from the 3’-end of the primer in
a direction opposite to polymerization. The polymerase domain at C-terminal incorporates
dNTP at the primer end (Figure 19). In our present study we have examined several DNA
polymerases with different functional domains (Figure 17 and 18). It has been found that the
DNA polymerases those who possesess all three functional domain exhibited higher dNTP
hydrolytic activities than others.It could be observed in Figure -17a (lane -12,13), DNA
polymerase 1 has heighst RNA dependent hydrolytic activity as it have three functional domains.
Klenow fragment (Figure 17a, lane- 8,9) and Vent DNA polymerase (exo+) (Figure 18d, lane41,42) has also higher activity because they have two catalytic domains. Klenow fragment (exo-)
(Figure 17a, lane- 4,5) and Vent DNA polymerase (exo-) (Figure 18d, lane- 38,39) which have
only one active site remain showed lower activities. DNA polymerase III, Taq DNA polymerase,
DNA polymerase β, and Reverse transcriptase also exhibited lower activities. It was clear that
the DNA polymerases with more functional domain have higher efficiency in RNA dependent
dNTP hydrolysis.
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2.4.13 Kinetic analysis showed DNA polymerases with three functional domains have higher
catalytic efficiency

We have performed steady state kinetic analysis for different DNA polymerases for RNA
dependent dNTP hydrolysis. We have determined Km and Kcat for several DNA polymerases and
the results were presented in table-1. The DNA polymerases that were examined in this kinetic
analysis are all single chain polypeptides with the polymerase functionality in common and
many have multiple functions in the same polypeptide unit. The 5’---->3’ exonuclease function is
unique to DNA polymerase I (E.coli) and Taq DNA polymerase among the enzymes under this
study.

DNA polymerase I was the first DNA polymerase discovered was not the primary replicative
polymerase, but instead involved in Okazaki fragment resolution and DNA repair, classified as
class -A DNA polymerase (Pol I family). It has three 5’--->3’ exonuclease, 3--->5’ exonuclease
(proofreading), and polymerase functional domains. The 5’--->3’ exonuclease domain functions
to remove RNA primer during DNA replication and short stretch of single stranded DNA during
DNA repair from 5’ to 3’ direction, one nucleotide at a time. The other two enzymes, Klenow
DNA polymerase and Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-) were developed by eliminating 324
amino acids from the N-terminal of the same DNA polymerase I enzyme. Thus, the Klenow
DNA polymerase has two a Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-) active domains, 3--->5’
exonuclease and polymerase. But in Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-) the 3’--->5’ exonuclease
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function was abolished by site directed mutagenesis and only polymerase function exists. From
the kinetic data it was noticeable that even all the three enzymes were catalytically active in
RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis, their activities were not the same. The DNA polymerase I
which have three active sites, 5’--->3’ exonuclease, 3--->5’ exonuclease, and polymerase,
showed more activity (Km- 0.43 µM, Kcat - 12 s-1, Kcat/Km -28 x 106 M-1s-1) than to the Klenow
DNA polymerase where the 5’--> 3’ exonulease functional domain of

the same DNA

polymerase I was removed (Km- 1.2 µM, Kcat - 8 s-1, Kcat/Km - 6.6 x106 M-1s-1). The enzymatic
efficiency gets even lowered for the Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-) where only the polymerase
active site remains (Km- 3.04 µM, Kcat - 0.14 s-1, Kcat/Km - 0.05 x 106 M-1s-1). The lower Km
signifies stronger binding to substrate and thus the dNTP binding to DNA polymerase I was
stronger than the other two forms of the same enzyme. The overall efficiency (Kcat/Km) of RNA
dependent dNTP hydrolysis of DNA polymerase I was twice than that of the Klenow DNA
polymerase and 100 folds higher than the Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-). These observations
clearly demonstrated that the enzyme’s exonuclease site was more efficeient and playing a major
role in RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis than polymerase active site. It was consistence with the
hydrolytic activities found for DNA polymerase I (Figure 17a, lane -12, 13), Klenow fragment
(Figure 17a, lane -8,9), and Klenow fragment (exo-), where the the RNA dependent dATP
hydrolytic activity of Klenow fragment (exo-) was the lowest (Figure 17a, lane-4,5).

The T7 DNA polymerase and Vent DNA polymerase have two functional domains, 3’--->5’
exonuclese and polymerase, similar to Klenow DNA polymerase. In our present study it has been
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found that these two enzymes have similar Km and Kcat as Klenow DNA polymerase in RNA
dependent dATP hydrolysis. But in Vent DNA polymerase (exo-), where the function of 3’--->5’
exonuclese active site was abolished by point mutation, the Km was larger and the Kcat was lower
than the wild type of the same enzyme. This was another indication for the exonuclease site that
might have been involved more efficiently in RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis. The other DNA
polymerases, Reverse transcriptase, and Dpo4 have only polymerase active site.

Although the Taq DNA polymerase have two functional domains, our study showed that its
RNA dependent dATP hydrolytic activity was less efficient than DNA polymerase I or Klenow
DNA polymerase. Taq DNA Polymerase is a thermostable DNA polymerase enzyme derived
from the thermophilic bacterium Thermus aquaticus that possesses a 5´→ 3´ polymerase activity
(1,2,3) and a 5´ flap endonuclease activity ((108). It is belongs to the family of DNA polymerase
I enzymes (DNA Pol I), which play a role i n the repair of DNA lesions in prokaryotic
organisms (109). Taq polymerase is a single monomeric enzyme with a molecular weight of
93.9 kDa (110). The primary sequence of Taq polymerase is 38% identical to Escherichia coli
DNA polymerase I (E. coli Pol I ) , an enzyme which has served as a model for the study of
DNA replication by proteins of the DNA Pol I family (111). Like other members of the
Pol I family, Taq polymerase consists of three domains: an N-terminal domain (residues 1290) which has a 5'-3' nuclease activity, an intervening domain (residues 291-419) and a Cterminal polymerase domain (residues 420-832), which is highly homologous in primary
sequence and nearly identical in structure to the large domain of the Klenow fragment of E .
coli Pol I. While the intervening domain of E. coli Pol I supports a 3’--->5’ exonuclease activity
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(editing), the equivalent region of Taq polymerase has lost and no editing 3’--->5’ exonuclease
activity.

From TLC analysis it has been found that the RNA dependent dATP hydrolytic activity of Taq
DNA polymerase was very low (Figure 18c, lane -28, 29) in comparing with DNA polymerase I
(Figure 18a, lane 4,5) and Klenow fragment (Figure 17a, lane 8.9). The results of kinetic analysis
showed the same lower efficiency for Taq DNA polymerase. It has found that the Km of Taq
DNA polymerase was 25 and 10 folds higher than DNA polymerase I and Klenow DNA
polymerase, respectively.

The Kcat for Taq DNA polymerase in RNA dependent dATP

hydrolysis was also found lower. The Kcat for Taq DNA polymerase was 0.59 µM/sec/mole
enzyme whereas 8 µM/sec/mole enzyme and 5.66 µM/sec/mole enzyme for DNA polymerase I
and Klenow DNA polymerase, respectively. It was clearly demonstrated that the 3’--->5’
exonuclease active site, which is absent in Taq DNA polymerase, have a greater effect in RNA
dependent dATP hydrolysis by DNA polymerases.

The structural and functional properties of DNA polymerases have been reviewed by T. A. Steiz.
It has been proposed that DNA polymerases have common structural similarities and have
several conserved key amino acid residues involve in dNTP binding, DNA binding, and in
coordination with metal ions in active sites. In this RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis study we
included two enzymes, Reverse Transcriptase, and Dpo4, from different polymerase familily to
observe whether these DNA polymerases have the similar RNA dependent dATP hydrolytic
activities. Reverse Transcriptase is an RNA-dependent DNA polymerase with two functional
domains, polymerase and RNase H. It synthesizes a complementary DNA strand initiating from
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a primer using either RNA (cDNA synthesis) or single-stranded DNA as a template. Reverse
Transcriptase lacks 3´ → 5´ exonuclease activity. We found that the Reverse Transcriptase also
interacts with RNA and hydrolyzes dATP but with lower efficiency.

Reverse Transcriptase is an RNA-directed DNA polymerase. This enzyme synthesize a
complementary DNA strand initiating from a primer using either RNA (cDNA synthesis) or
single-stranded DNA as a template, it contains RNase H activity and like other reverse
transcriptase it lacks 3´ → 5´ exonuclease activity (112). In our study we have been using MMuLV Reverse Transcriptase having a molecular mass 78 Kda with functional RNase H domain.
During kinetic study it has been observed that RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by reverse
transcriptase was very slow. It was produced dADP (Km- 13.2 µM) as product in addition to
dAMP (Km- 10.24 µM). The Kcat of reverse transcriptase was 10 times lower than tht of DNA
polymerase I.

We included another enzyme called DNA polymerase IV (Dpo4) isolated from the bacteria
Sulfolobus solfataricus belongs to Y-family DNA polymerase (113-115) family polymerases are
able to bypass a variety of DNA lesions that impede high-fidelity replicative DNA polymerases.
Such bypass polymerases exhibit a higher error rate and lower processivity on undamaged DNA
templates, and can extend from mismatched base pairs. Y-family DNA polymerases are
temporarily recruited to overcome blocks to replicative polymerases (116, 117). In the crystal
structure (Figure 20) it has been shown that the Dpo4 enzymes makes fewer contacts with the
deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate in compare with the Klenow fragment (Figure 8).
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As there were fewer contacts have been observed with the deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate by
Dpo4, we examined the RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by this enzyme. The kinetic analysis
habe been performed and it was observed that the Km, which reflects the binding affinity, was 55
µM which was about 100 folds higher than DNA polymerase I. The Dpo4 enzyme also produced
dADP as a product where the Km was 100 µM. The generation of two kinds of products might be
due to the flexible binding of dATP in the active site where the both α or β phosphate was
accessible to the nucleophilic attack. These observations might be consistence with the facts that
the Y-family polymerases have more spacious and solvent-accessible active sites. These solventaccessible natures of the active site and the smaller number of contacts of the template-primer
DNA with the polymerase enable Dpo4 to accommodate unusual DNA structures, such as
modified DNA template or primer and modified DNA bases.
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Crystal structure of Sulfolobus solfataricus Dpo4 enzyme complex with double
stranded DNA

Finger

Ile 186
dGTP

Gly 219
Ala 220

Gly 185

Thumb

Palm

Ling, H., Boudsocq, F., Woodgate, R., Yang, W. (2001) Cell, 107: 91-102 (PDB:1JXL).

Figure 20: Crystal structure of Sulfolobus solfataricus Dpo4 enzyme complex with primer,
template and dGTP
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Figure 20: Crystal structure of Sulfolobus solfataricus Dpo4 enzyme complex with primer,
template and dGTP. The Dpo4 enzyme also consists of “thumb”, “palm”, and “finger” domains.
The primer (blue) makes contact with Gly-185 and Ile- 186, and the template (red) makes contact
with Gly- 219 and Ala-220. The dGTP (magenta) located in the active site in the “palm” domain.
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Steady - state enzyme kinetics of DNA polymerases (1)
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Figure 21. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis.
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Figure 21. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis.
The Km of each enzyme is shown. a. DNA polymerase I, Km- 0.43 µM, b. Klenow DNA
polymerase, Km- 1.2 µM, c. KlenowDNA polymerase (exo-), Km-- 3.04 µM. The 3’--->5’
exonuclease active site of Klenow DNA polymerase (exo-) is mutated and the Km is the heighst
among the three enzymes are compared.
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Steady - state enzyme kinetics of DNA polymerases (2)
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Figure 22. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis
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Figure 22. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis.
The Km of each enzyme is shown. a.T7 DNA polymerase, Km- 1.03 µM, b. Vent DNA
polymerase, Km- 1.34 µM, c.Vent DNA polymerase (exo-), Km- 3.65 µM. The 3’--->5’
exonuclease active site of Vent DNA polymerase (exo-) is mutated and the Km is the heighst
among the three enzymes are compared.
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Steady - state enzyme kinetics of DNA polymerases (3)
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Figure 23. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis.
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Figure 23. Steady state kinetic analysis of different DNA polymerases in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis. The Km of each enzyme is shown. Taq DNA polymerase produced only dAMP
whereas reverse transcriptase and Dpo4 enzymes produced dAMP and dAMP in RNA dependent
dATP hydrolysis; a. Reverse Transcriptase, Km- 10.24 µM (dAMP), Km- 13.2 µM (dADP) b. Taq
DNA polymerase, Km-10.67 µM c. Dpo4, Km- 55 µM (dAMP), Km- 100 µM (dADP)
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Table1. Steady state kinetic parameters of different DNA polymerases in RNA
dependent dATP hydrolysis

Parameters

5’-3’
Exonuclease

3’-5’
Exonuclease

Polymerase

Product

Vmax

Kcat

Kcat/Km

(µM)

(µM/s)

(s-1)

( x 106
M-1s-1)

dNTP,s
Insertion
Km
(µM)

Km

Enzyme
DNA
polymerase I

+

+

+

dAMP

0.43

1.2

12

28

1–2a

Klenow
fragment

-

+

+

dAMP

1.2

0.8

8

6.6

2b

Klenow (exo-)

-

-

+

dAMP

3.04

0.014

0.14

0.05

-

T7 DNA
polymerase

-

+

+

dAMP

1.03

0.85

8.5

7.08

18c

Vent DNA
polymerase
(WT)

-

+

+

dAMP

1.34

0.54

5.4

4.5

40d

Vent DNA
polymerase
(exo-)

-

-

+

dAMP

3.65

0.066

0.66

0.31

60d

Reverse
Transcriptase

-

-

+

dAMP/
dADP

10.24
/
13.2

0.12/
0.09

1.2/
0.9

0.11/
.07

18c

Taq DNA
polymerase

+

-

+

dADP

10.67

0.09

0.9

0.06

13d

Dpo4

-

-

+

dAMP/
dADP

55.0/
100

0.009/
0.006

0.09/
0.06

1.63 x 10-3/
6 x 10-4

140e

a. McClure, W.R. and Jovin, T.M. (1975) J. Biol. Chem., 250, 4073–4080
b. Polesky, A.H., Steitz, T.A., Grindley, N.D.F. and Joyce, C.M. (1990) J. Biol. Chem., 265, 14579–
14591
c. Patel, S.S., Wong, E. and Johnson, K.A. (1991) Biochemistry, 30, 511–525.
d. Kong, H.M., Kucera, R.B. and Jack, W.E., (1993) J. Biol. Chem., 268, 1965–1975

Table1: Steady state kinetic parameters of RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by different DNA
polymerases.
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Table1: Steady state kinetic parameters of RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis by different DNA
polymerases.
DNA polymerase I which have three active domains showed heighst performance in RNA
dependent dATP hydrolysis. The Km of the enzymes in RNA dependent dATP hydrolysis is also
compared with the Km values for dNTP insertions during DNA synthesis obtained from
published literatures.
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Effect of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I on E. coli growth

a. E.coli total RNA

b. Yeast total RNA

c. Human total RNA

Compartment 1 : (H2O)

Compartment:
1. H2O, 2. RNA, 3. DNA polymerase I, 4. dNTP, 5. RNA and DNA polymerase I
6. RNA, DNA polymerase I, and dNTP, 7. RNA, DNA polymerase I, and rNTP.
8. RNA, DNA polymerase I, dNTP, and rNTP
Figure 24. Effect of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I on E. coli growth
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Figure 24. Effect of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I on E. coli growth.
Chemically competent E.coli cells (Top10) with pUC19 plasmid DNA was mixed with H2O
(compartment 1), RNA (compartment-2, 50 ng/µl, final), DNA polymerase I (compartment-3, 80
ng/µl, final), dNTP, RNA and DNA polymerase I (comptartment- 4) , mixture of RNA, DNA
polymerase I (compartment- 5), mixture of dNTP, RNA, DNA polymerase I (compartment- 6) ,
mixture of rNTP, RNA, DNA polymerase I (compartment-7) , and mixture of dNTP, rNTP, RNA,
and DNA polymerase I (compartment- 8). Total RNA from three sources, E.coli (a), Yeast (b),
and human (c) were used. All sources of RNA have similar results and it has been found that in
compartment-5, where RNA and DNA polymerase I was added, E.coli growth has been
inhibited.
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2.4.14 RNA-dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I cause bacterial (E.coli) growth
inhibition
In our study we observed that dNTP, the building block of DNA, could be hydrolyzed by DNA
polymerase in the presence of RNA. This section of study was performed to observe whether the
RNA-dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase have any effect on living organism. We
carried out the transformation reaction of E.coli with plasmid DNA along with RNA and DNA
polymerase I. It has been found that the E.coli growth was completely inhibited when RNA and
DNA polymerase I were present in the transformation reaction (Figure 24, compartment- 5). This
could happen as excess RNA and DNA polymerase I were taken up during transformation
reaction which caused dNTP hydrolysis inside the cell that became unsupportive for DNA
replication or repair. This phenomenon was supported by the fact that the E.coli growth was
found to restore by the supplementation of dNTP in the same transformation reaction (Figure 24,
compartment- 6). But we have not observed any growth inhibition with RNA, DNA polymerase
I, and rNTP (Figure 24, compartment-7). As rNTP is not the precusur of DNA and it was very
likely that growth inhibition could occur with presence of RNA and DNA polymerase whether or
not rNTP was present. It might have one possibility that the rNTP also taken up by the bacteria
and the rNTP get converted to dNTP by the ribonucleotide reductase enzyme raising the dNTP
pool despite of the higher rate of dNTP hydrolysis. The ribonucleotide reductase catalyzes the de
novo synthesis of dNTP and allosterically control the relative level of dNTP,s in the cellular
system (118, 119).
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Hypothetical catalytic pathway of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA
polymerase I

dNTP

Kd - 42.8 nM
DNA pol I + RNA
E+A

DNA pol I – RNA + dNTP

DNA pol I - RNA
Step 1

E-A

E –A+ S

Step 2

Step 3
Step 6
Step 5

DNA pol I – RNA
+ dAMP + PPi
E –A + P

DNA pol I - RNA
E-A

Step 4
DNA pol I – RNA -- dNTP
Kcat- 12 s-1
Vmax – 1.2µM/min

E –A- S

dNMP
PPi

Scheme1. Hypothetical catalytic pathway of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA
polymerase I. (E: enzyme, DNA polymerase I; A: activator, RNA; P: product, dNTP).
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We are proposing that the catalytic pathway of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by DNA
polymerase I occurs in six steps. The hypothetical scheme has illustrated in Scheme 1. In the first
step RNA (A, activator) binds to DNA polymerase I (E, enzyme) with dissociation constant (Kd)
42.8 nM (section 2.4.7, Figure 12), which is fairly strong, forming enzyme - RNA (E-A)
complex. From RNA titration study (section 2.4.8, Figure 13) we are assuming that the
stoichiometric ratio of DNA polymerase I and RNA is 1:1. The substrate dNTP (S, substrate)
binds to E – A complex in step 2 forming DNA polymerase I – RNA - dNTP (E-A-S) complex.
The Km of DNA polymerase I in this RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis was 0.43 µM (Table 1)
which is very similar to Km (1-2 µM) of dNTP insertion during DNA synthesis (97). In step 4,
which is transition stage, the substrate became converted into products with a catalytic rate 12/s
and with Vmax 12 µM/min (Table 1). From our experimental result described in section 2.4.10 it
has been found that this step was a reversible step and rate limiting. In the next step the products
were dissociate from the complex and the cycle repeats.
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2.4.15 Summary
DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment is a DNA binding protein. During DNA synthesis this
enzyme binds to minor groove produced by Watson-Crick base pairing of primer and template.
The ternary complex has formed upon binding of dNTP at the polymerase active site. It also
binds to single stranded DNA and remove dNMP from 3΄-end by 3΄-5΄ exonuclease active sites
as it was found in enzymatic digestion of Okazaki fragment(120). RNA binding with DNA
polymerase, however, is not been reported. In our biochemical approaches, we found that dNTPs
were degraded into dNMPs and pyrophosphates (Figure 1, lane-4, 9, and 10) in the presence of
Klenow fragment and RNA. Although the DNA polymerase I is the enzyme, RNA could also
participates in catalysis which is familiar as ribozyme. In order to determine whether RNA itself
participated in catalysis, the dNTPs were incubated with only RNA and no degradation was
observed (Figure 1, lane-7, and 8). dNTPs were also incubate with Klenow fragment without
RNA to figure out whether Klenow fragment alone was

enough to degrade the dNTPs.

Likewise, no degradation was taken place (Figure 2, lane-1, 9). This catalytic role of the Klenow
fragment as a dNTP degradation enzyme was further strengthening by the observations that
dNTPs were not found to be hydrolyzed when the heat inactivated enzyme (heating at 68 °C for
10 min) was used (data not shown). From these observations it can be concluded that the role of
RNA is not catalytic but regulatory while the Klenow fragment acts as a hydrolytic enzyme. In
addition to total RNA isolated from E.coli, RNA from eukaryotic cells, such as, human and
yeast, RNA ladder (100-700 bases), and short synthetic 24-mer RNA were used and the same
interactions have been observed for all RNA.
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The polymerase and the 3΄-5΄ exonuclease active sites of Klenow fragment are very specific for
substrate selection. The substrate dNTPs were found to hydrolyze by the Klenow fragment in
primer-template free reaction in the presence of RNA, we further examined whether any
discrimination is maintained by Klenow fragment in selecting rNTPs as a substrate. In doing so
reactions were carried out with the same components and conditions, except rNTPs were
replaced for dNTPs. It has been found that neither α-³²P-rCTP (Figure 2, lane-6) nor α -³²P-rATP
(Figure 2, lane-14) were hydrolyzed. Also the same results were obtained in reaction where
Klenow fragment (for α-³²P-CTP, Figure 2, lane-2; for α-³²P-ATP, Figure 2, lane-10) or RNA
(for α-³²P-rCTP, Figure 2, lane-4; for α-³²P-rATP, Figure 2, lane-10) was absent. These
observations prompted us to conclude that ribonucleotides are not the substrates for Klenow
fragment in dNTP degradation reaction.

The polymerase active site of DNA polymerase I Klenow fragment is arranged to bind and align
dNTP in such a way so that the terminal 3΄-oxygen of the growing nucleotide chain can make
nucleophillic attack on the α-phosphorous of the incoming dNTP. On the other hand, the 3´-5´
exonuclease active site is to remove any wrong mononucleotide that has already been covalently
bonded at the 3´-end of the primer. Both active sites prohibit rNTP to enter. But in the 3´-5´
exonuclease active site rNTP can enter if that rNTP is the last added nucleotide at 3´-end of the
primer terminus because the sugar at the 3΄-end is 2΄-endo (100). In this perspective, the free
dNTP may enter into the hydrophobic pocket of the active site where it may hydrolyze into
dNMP and PPi through the activation of RNA. It has also been noticed that degradation did not
occur, or in some cases partial degradation, when mutant Klenow fragment (exo ֿ◌) that have
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point mutations at D356A and E358A was used (Figure 1, lane -13). This result indicated that the
3´-5´ exonuclease domain may responsible for dNTP hydrolysis.

As dNTPs were degrading from solution in a timely manner and also dependent on RNA
concentration, we try to determine if the DNA precursor degradation have any effect on DNA
synthesis in vitro by incubating different concentration of RNA with primer, template, and DNA
polymerase I (Figure 13). It has been observed that the dATP hydrolysis dependent on RNA
concentration. All DNA polymerases have similar structural configurations that have been
reviewed by T. A. Steitz, we suspected that DNA polymerases other than Pol I might have the
same RNA interacting dNTP hydrolytic properties. We examined different DNA polymerases
from different polymerase family. Interestingly, all DNA polymerases under study showed the
RNA interacting property that caused dNTP hydrolysis. We found that the activity was not the
same for all DNA polymerases. The DNA polymerases that have the 3’---->5’ exonuclease
active site were more efficient in catalysis. These observations suggested that the 3’---->5’
exonuclease active site might involve in catalysis. We examined the impact of RNA dependent
dNTP hydrolysis by DNA polymerase I in bacterial system. It has been found that E. coli could
not survive when transformation reaction carried out in the presence of DNA polymerase I and
RNA. This observation suggests that excess RNA and DNA polymerase I taken up by E.coli
during transformation which caused dNTP hydrolysis inside the cell. As the dNTP hydrolyzed
and reached below the level that no longer supports the DNA synthesis which results in cell
death.
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The kinetics of RNA dependent dNTP hydrolysis by several DNA polymerases has been
explored. It has observed that the DNA polymerases in general have the ability to interact with
RNA and to hydrolyze dNTP. The Km, Kcat and Vmax of the DNA polymerases were determined
by steady state kinetics (Table 1). It has found the DNA polymerases I has the lowest Km and
heighst Kcat. This could be due to the presence of three functional active sites. The lowest
performance was observed for the Dpo4.

This enzyme is classified as a lesion bypass enzyme and it has a broader selection of dNTP
which has arise from flexibility of substrate binding in the active site. Also Dpo4 enzyme does
not have any exonuclease domain which is more likely to involve in RNA dependent dNTP
hydrolysis.
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2.4.16 Conclusions
E.coli DNA polymerase I is a repair enzyme and constitutively express in a cell at a definite
concentration. Organism maintains dNTPs pool in all phases of cell cycle but in different
concentration.

RNA is ubiquitous and its interaction with protein is well documented.

Interaction occurs mainly through conserved amino acid sequence of protein with particular
structure that may arise from secondary, tertiary, or three dimensional structure of single
stranded or double stranded RNA. This is the first time report of RNA and DNA polymerase I
interactions that lead to dNTP degradation. This finding may lead us to make some predictions
that as the RNA (from different sources) stimulate the DNA polymerase I to degrade dNTP
without any base discrimination, this could be one of the regulation in maintaining dNTP pool
and can be consider as a fine tuning. If we can identify the specific base sequence of the single
stranded RNA, on which the DNA polymerase I interacts, that specific base sequence of RNA
can be manipulated to degrade dNTPs in rapidly proliferative cells. DNA polymerase β, the
human counterpart of DNA polymerase I, also constitutively expressed and the same
phenomenon could be occurred.
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Chapter 3

Kinetic Analysis of RNase H (BH) Enzyme with Native and Modified DNA Templates

3.1 Abstract

The physical and chemical details of the mechanisms by which enzymes catalyze chemical
reactions are still a matter of some controversy. X-ray crystallographic structure brought clarity
in many ways in understanding the mechanisms. The crucial problem of this approach ‘the phase
problem’ has been circumvented by introducing selenomethionine in peptide sequence owing to
the anomalous scattering effect of selenium. The X-ray crystal structure of nucleic acid - protein
complex by introducing selenium in nucleic acid has been solved for the first time by Zhen
Huang laboratory. The crystal structure of selenium modified DNA, where the selenium has been
introduced in 6-position of the base guanine (G), RNA, and RNase H (BH) protein complex
showed very interesting details about the interaction of protein and nucleic acid. It has been
observed that due to selenium introduction the base pair dSeG….C shifted 0.3 Å. This base pair
shifting causes the scissile bond closer to the active site and the catalytic rate of RNase H (BH)
enhances by thousand folds in comparing with the native duplex. Our present data suggest a
novel approach by which the catalytic rate of an enzyme could be enhanced by introduction of
selenium into nucleic acid.
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3.2 Introduction

Selenium belongs to the same group in the periodic table as oxygen (O) (100, 101). It also called
oxygen family and the other members are sulfur (S), selenium (Se), tellurium (Te), the
radioactive polonium (Po), and the synthetic ununhexium (Uuh). Selenium was discovered in
1818 by Swedish chemists Jons Jakob Berzelius (1779-1848) and J. G. Gahn (1745-1818).
Selenium is a member of the chalcogen family. The chalcogens are elements in Group 16 (VIA)
of the periodic table. Other chalcogens are oxygen, sulfur, tellurium, and polonium.The name
chalcogen comes from the Greek word chatkos, meaning "ore." The first two members of the
family, oxygen and sulfur, are found in most ores. The elements in a group have similar
configurations of the outermost electron shells of their atoms and the most chemical properties
are dominated by the orbital location of the outermost electron(121). As being in the same group,
in nature, selenium has been found to replace oxygen or sulfur in many naturally occurring
chemical compounds such as selenomethionine and selenocysteine (122-125). In selenocysteine,
also called the 21st amino acid, the oxygen of the amino acid serine is substituted by selenium
(126-129).

Selenium is now established as an essential trace element from bacteria to mammals, it has been
found to be incorporated into the active sites of many proteins primarily in the form of
selenocysteine by deliberate and distinctive mechanism (130-132). The majority of
selenoproteins whose function is known are oxidation-reduction enzymes using selenocysteine in
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the active site having antioxidant properties (133-136). The chemical structure of selenocysteine
differs from cysteine only by the selenium instead of the sulfur atom; however, the electronic
structure of the selenium atom renders the selenolate anion, the conjugated base of
selenocysteine, more stable than the corresponding cysteine thiolate. The selenol proton is thus
more acidic than in the cysteine thiol (pKa of 5.2 versus 8.5for the thiol), hence ionization of
selenocysteine (Sec) occurs at physiological pH (137-139). Sec differs from Cys by a single
atom (selenium versus sulfur) and has similar chemical properties, but the lower pKa value (5.3)
and stronger nucleophilicity of Sec make it much more reactive (137). The identification of
novel amino acid selenocysteine (Sec) in proteins was reported on 1973 (140), another
breakthrough appeared in the mid-1980s (131, 141). A number of research groups found that
selenocysteine does not exists as a free amino acid that might be incorporated into protein in a
classical way (142). During translation, on the other hand, the selenocystine (Sec) synthesized
on the selenocysteins t-RNA (tRNASec) that recognize UGA stop codon on the m-RNA
transcript (143-148). The first step of its biosynthesis starts with the charge of serine on the
specific tRNASec by the conventional seryl-tRNA synthetase. The serine on the Ser-tRNASec is
next converted into Sec tRNASec by selenocysteine synthase that utilizes monoselenophosphate
as the substrate. This compound is produced from sodium selenite or more likely selenide by a
reaction catalyzed by selenophosphate synthetase (149-153)

Selenium is currently one of the most hotly studied agents in cancer prevention, according to the
National Cancer Institute, there are four phase III cancer prevention trials under way that involve
selenium for the prevention of cancers of the prostate, colon, and lung (154-157). The role of
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selenium has also been implicated in p53 dependent DNA repair inhibitory effect on HIV in vitro
through antioxidant effects of glutathione peroxidase and other selenoproteins (158-161).
In nature sulfur replacement by selenium at γ-position of methionine has been identified around
1950 that had been termed as selenomethionine (Se-met). It has been found that
selenomethionine could stably incorporate into protein and the biological functions do not alter
significantly, unless Se-met replaces Met in the vicinity of the active site (162). Because the
CH3-Se group of Se-met is more hydrophobic than the CH3-S-moiety of Met, substrate access to
the active site may be affected, could altering the kinetic parameters (163, 164). Sel-met
formation is specific to strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiea, Candida albicans, Escherichia coli,
rumen bacteria, marine algae, and cereal and forage crops. Sel-met formations in that living
system depend on the level of selenium available in the growing media. Higher animals have no
efficient mechanism for Met synthesis, they are also unable to synthesize Se-met its
incorporation into protein depends upon its availability in the cellular system (165).

Introducing recognizable "heavy" atoms for structure solve either using an ab initio approach
(direct methods) or the Patterson method now became a routine work (166, 167).
Selenomethionine introduced proteins have been using in x-ray crystallography to determine the
structure of the protein since 1980 (168). In order to generate electron density maps by Fourier
synthesis structure factor amplitude of reflection including temperature factor and the phase
angle are required. Unfortunately, only intensities (which are the amplitudes squared) can be
measured during a diffraction experiment. This missing piece, the phases (the displacement of
the crest from the origin), called phase problem, made solution of crystal structures extremely
difficult and time-consuming until the early 1980s (169-172). The phase problem has been
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overcome with the ab initio approach (direct methods) or the Patterson method, which relies on
having several recognizable "heavy" atoms in the structure (173). This, the method of multiple
isomorphous replacements (MIR), entails the trial and-error preparation of heavy-atom
derivatives and it is frequently limited by lack of isomorphism. Another alternate de novo
approach has been move forward in solving phasing of macromolecular crystal structure. This
approach uses the ‘anomalous scattering’ properties of some heavy atoms on the tunable
synchrotron radiation. When the passing x-ray photon has the same energy as one of the atoms
electron (near the k-edge absorption) the induced vibrations resonate with the intrinsic atomic
oscillations and the electron can be rejected from the shell (169). This ejection affects both the
degree of scattering and timing of scattering events. That is, there is a delay in the time it takes to
scatter the photon. The contribution of the anomalous scattering of the atom to the diffraction
pattern shifts amplitude and phase as a whole which depends on the wavelength of the X-ray to
illuminate the crystal. By collecting data at several wavelengths near the absorption edge of an
element in the crystal, one can obtain phase information analogous to that obtained from MIR.
This technique is called MAD, for multiple-wavelength anomalous dispersion. One popular way
to use MAD is to introduce selenomethionine in place of methionine residues in a protein (174177) The selenium atoms (which replace the sulfur atoms) have a strong anomalous signal at
wavelengths that can be obtained from synchrotron X-ray sources and proven as an effective
center for MAD phasing (169).

X-ray crystal structure determination suffers the phage problem as proteins. Methods that have
been developed to solve the phase problem in protein, such as, heavy-atom soaking and co-
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crystallization is found to be less effective for nucleic acid structure determination. The heavyatom soaking and co-crystallization methods, which are usually powerful for protein
crystallography, have proven to be less successful in nucleic acids crystal structure
determination, probably due to the lack of the specific binding sites for the cations and the
problem of the backbone cleavage by the metal cations.

Proteins crystal structures determination has been using selenium by MAD phasing since 1988
(177). The inherent anomalous diffraction properties of selenium have been using to solve
nucleic acid crystal structure by Huang laboratory since 1998 (178). In this pioneering methods
site specific replacement of the O-atom by selenium and their X-ray crystal structures provided
numerous novel insights. It has observed that selenium could stably substituted at various
chemical environments of nucleic acid while the nucleic acids maintain their classical properties,
such as, secondary structure and duplex formation (179) catalytic property (ribozyme) (180), and
enzyme recognition (181). Crystal structures of nucleic acid– protein complexes by the selenium
derivatized nucleic acid also determined at 1.80 Å resolution and C 2 space group (179). In this
crystal structure selenium modified DNA base paired with RNA co-crystallized with C-terminal
(61-196 aa) mutant (D132N) truncated RNase H from Bacillus halodurans (mut-tr-RNase H
(BH)). This crystal structure of the ternary complex provided a very interesting set of
information’s on enzyme mechanism and interaction with nucleic acid. The Bacillus halodurans
RNAse H became a model enzyme in mechanism study owing to its easy expression and
purification, enzyme stability, and easy to grow crystal.
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RNase H is an endonuclease that specifically hydrolyzes the RNA in a RNA-DNA hybrid. This
enzyme was first discovered in 1969 by Peter Hausen's laboratory (182). It has been implicated
to function in many organisms from virus to mammals (183-186). The first RNase H gene from
E.coli was cloned and characterized in 1983 (187). It is classified as type-1 RNase H (RNase H
1) encoded rnhA gene it requires Mg2+ for their activity and cleavage products are 5’-phosphate
and 3’-OH. E.coli RNase HI is composed of a single polypeptide chain of 155 aa with two
distinct structural domains (187). The major domain constituted from four α helices and one
large β sheet composed of three antiparallel β strands at the N-terminus as well as two parallel β
strands. The minor domain consists of one α helix with roughly two turns and a following loop
composed of about 10 residues (183, 188, 189).

The novel fold of RNase HI, which consists of a five stranded β sheet flanked on both faces by α
helices and the two key active site aspartates (Asp 10 and Asp 70), were later identified to be
common among the integrase superfamily, which includes retroviral integrases, transposases,
RuvC, and Argonaute. Four conserved acidic residues D10, E48, D70, and D134 located in the β
sheet constitute catalytic active site (169-171, 173).

The bacillus halodurans RNase H enzyme 196 aa long composed of hybrid binding domain (1-58
aa) and catalytic domain (59-196 aa). The truncated enzyme (catalytic domain) is more active
than that of wild type enzyme. The tertiary structure of the catalytic domain consists of a mixed β
sheet with three antiparallel (182, 187, 190, 191) and two parallel (191) strands and three α
helices (A, B, and D) arranged like a letter “H” on one side of the sheet. Helix A runs between
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strands 3 and 4, and helices B and D run between strands 4 and 5. Together they form the αβα
Rossmann-like fold. C-helix that present in E.coli is missing in bacillus halodurans RNase H
(77). The active site is formed by four conserved (D71, E109, D132, and D192) and one nonconserved (E188) acidic amino acids coordinated with two Mg+2 ions.
RNase H (BH) recognizes DNA/RNA duplex by interacting directly with both DNA and RNA
strand. In DNA/RNA duplex, DNA adopt B-form (3’-exo) and RNA adopt A-form (2’-exo)
conformations and this mixed conformation duplex recognized by RNase H. The enzyme makes
direct contact with DNA and RNA strands through the face of the RNase HC containing the
active site has two grooves separated by 8.5 Å. The minor groove width of DNA/RNA duplex is
8.5 Å which perfectly fit into the enzyme active site. The RNA strand is recognized by the direct
contacts with five consecutive 2′-OH groups. The catalytic carboxylates E109, D132(N), and
their immediate neighbors (N106 and Q134) make hydrogen bonds with two 2′-OH groups
immediately 5′ to the scissile phosphate. S74 and G76 adjacent to D71 (the other active-site
residue) contact the two 2′-OH groups 3′ to the scissile phosphate. The DNA binding groove,
which comprises the N terminus of helix αA and the loops between helices αB and αD and
between the β1 and β2 strands is accentuated by a phosphate binding pocket composed of T104,
N106, S147, and T148 (192, 193). The active site of RNase H is located in the groove that
accommodates the RNA strand. The phosphate binding pocket probably plays a role in anchoring
the B form DNA and contributes to the specificity for an RNA/DNA hybrid (194).

A two-metal-ion catalysis mechanism was proposed by Steitz and Steitz in 1993 (195). In this
mechanism one metal ion activates the hydroxyl nucleophile and the other stabilizes the
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pentacovalent intermediate. Based on stereochemical studies, it has been proposed that reactions
catalyzed

RNase H enzymes occur by a one-step SN2-like (bimolecular nucleophilic

substitution) mechanism accompanied by a pentacovalent intemediate and inversion of the
phosphate stereo configuration (192, 193). The two metal ions, A and B, are coordinated by the
active site residues. The metal ion A is coordinated by D192 and E188 and metal ion B by D109
and D132 where D71 interacts with the both metal ions. The residue D192 also make interactions
with the Pro-Sp oxygen and nucleophile water molecule and acts as a general acid –base catalyst.
The residue D192 which interact with metal ion A abstract one proton from water molecule and
the resulting -OH (hydroxyl ion) ion makes nucleophilic attack on the phosphate forming
pentacovalent intermediate releasing H-atom in the solvent. The transition state is stabilized by A
metal ions by coordinating with Pro-Rp oxygen and 2’-OH group of the sugar immediate 5’ of
the sessile phosphate atom. As the attack occurs from Pro-Sp oxygen side and proceeded through
a one-step SN2-like mechanism, the bond on the 3’ side of the phosphate get cleaved forming 5’phosphate and 3’-OH products (193).

The crystal structures of mut-tr-RNase (H) with 6-mer DNA/RNA hybrids provided detail
information’s about the enzyme and nucleic acid interactions (192). These structures are solved
by heavy atom soaking using MAD phasing method. Crystal structure of the same ternary
complex was solved by Huang laboratory by MAD phasing. But selenium functionality has
introduced in the DNA base guanine at 6-position by replacing O-atom instead of native solved
by Wei et. al. (192). In 6-mer DNA selenium modified DNA the selono-G was placed at 3rd and
6th place of the DNA from 5’-end. There were several advantages and novel insights have been
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noticed by this selenium introduction. The crystal grew in very short time (about a week) than
the native duplex (several months) and the resolution was 1.8 Å instead of 2.8 Å for the native.
By superimposing the native DNA /RNA on the selenium modified DNA/RNA structure it has
been observed that the global or local structure

Se

DNA/RNA remain the same as native. The

selenium in 6 position of G also form H-bond (6Se····H-N) with N-4 of cytosine but the bond
length increased to 3.5 Å instead of 3 Å in classical G-C base pair. Due to the heavy nature of
selenium atom the SeG-C base pair shifted 0.3 Å. From this selenium substitution it has also been
noticed that DNA structure is flexible and can accommodate larger atom while retaining the
same physical and chemical properties.

In our current study we were attempted to answer some questions that would help us to
understand further the mechanism of catalysis. Selenium functionality that has been introduced
into DNA may affect the protein functionality. This understanding may improve our knowledge
that could be used in drug design and therapeutics.
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3.3 Methods and Materials

3.3.1 Sequences used for enzymatic study
Native DNA template with 3’- OH (D1): 5’-ATGTCG-3’
Native DNAP template with 3’- phosphate (D2): 5’-ATGTCG-P-3’
Single selenium (6-Seleno G) modified DNA template (D3): 5’- ATSeGTCG -3’
Double selenium (6-Seleno G) modified DNA template (D4): 5’- ATSeGTCSeG -3’
Single sulfur (6-Sulfur G) modified DNA template (S1): 5’- ATSGTCG -3’
Double sulfur (6-Sulfur G) modified DNA template (S2): 5’- ATSGTCSG -3’
RNA substrate (native) (RN): 5’-UCGACA-3’
RNA substrate (Sulfur modified) (RS): 5’-UCGA-(S)-CA-3’

Sequences used for Tm study:
Native DNA (DTmN): 5'-TGTCGT GTC G-3'
Sulfur modified DNA (6-Sulfur G) (DTmS): 5'-TGTCGTSGTCG-3’
Selenium modified DNA (6-Seleno G) (DTmSe): 5'-TGTCGTSeGTCG-3
RNA (RTm): 5’-ACGACACGAC-3’
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3.3.2 Gel shift assay:
Gel shift assay was performed to determine the binding constants for native or modified DNA
templates base pairs with RNA substrate bind to tr-RNase H (BH). The 5’-end of the RNA
substrate was labeled with 32P by using standard method describe elsewhere. Native or modified
DNA templates of 1 µM concentration were mixed with 1.5 equivalent of RNA substrate. On
each 20 µL reaction that contained DNA/RNA duplex, 0.5 µL of 32P-labeled RNA substrate was
added. The mixtures were heated in water bath for 5 minutes at 85 °C and allowed to cool down
to room temperature. The mixtures were then placed at 4 °C for overnight. Duplexes of 1 µM
concentration of each was mixed with 1.0, 3.5, 5.5, 7.5, 9.5, 11.5, and 13.3 µM wild type RNase
H (BH) enzyme with binding buffer (10 mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 % glycerol, final) and
incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. The reaction materials were mixed with gel
loading dye (10 mM KCI, 1 mM DTT, 5 % glycerol, 0.001 % xylene blue (W/V), final) and
loaded on 21 % non denaturing polyacrylamide gel. The composition of running buffer was 5
mM tris chloride, 10 mM EDTA and pH was adjusted to pH 7.5 with acetic acid. Before loading
samples the gels were pre-run for 30 minutes to remove ammonium per sulfate (APS). The gels
were run with a constant voltage (250 volts) for one hour in 4 C° cold room. The gels were dried
in a vacuum dryer and images were taken by phosphoimager and quantified using image
quanting software. Binding study for native template was performed again using less enzyme
concentrations 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 µM because enzyme saturation level
arrived at low enzyme concentration.
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3.3.3 RNA substrate 5’-labeling
A total of 20 µl reaction containing 10 pmol (10 µl of 1µM) RNA substrate, 2 µl (20 unit) of T4
polynucleotide kinase (purchased from New England Biolab), 2 µl ATP Gamma

32

P (20 µCi

final) and 2 µl of 10X polynucleotide kinase buffer [70 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and
5 mM Dithiothreitol pH 7.6 (final)] was incubated for 1 h at 37 ˚C. The

32

P labeled RNA was

purified by precipitating with 70 % ethanol supplemented with 0.3 M NaCl (final) added prior to
add ethanol. The pellet was air-dried and dissolved in 10 µl water and the final concentration of
the stock became 1 µM.

3.3.4 Reaction conditions (RNase H catalysis)
A total of 20 µl reactions were prepared for each DNA template D2, D3, D4, S1 or S2 in order to
carry out time course analysis. Wild type or truncated RNase H (BH) (expressed and purified)
enzyme was used to determine the apparent catalytic rate and turnover number for each template.
Each reaction contained 2.5 µl of 1 µM 32P RNA substrate (final 125 nM), 15 µM DNA template
(final), RNase H enzyme (10 nM final) and RNase H buffer. The reaction buffer composition
was 75 mM KCl, 50 mM Tris-HCl, 3 mM MgCl2, pH 7.8. In each 20µ reaction 0.02 µl borane
tetrahydrofuran complex (1.0 M solution in THF, 1 mM final) was added prior to add RNase H
enzyme. During time course aliquot of reaction materials was taken out before adding RNase H
(referred to ‘0’ min). After adding RNase H enzyme aliquot was taken at 0.5, 1, 3, 5, and 10
minutes that carried out at 37 °C and the reactions were quenched by adding DNA loading dye
(contained 7 M urea) and placing on ice.
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3.3.5 Urea-polyacrylamide gel analysis
The reaction materials were loaded on 19 % urea-polyacrylamide gel and ran for 2 h at 250 volts.
The gel was dried and quantified using phosphoimager (Storm 860 Molecular Imager) and also
exposed to X-ray film to obtain gel images.

3.3.6 Separation of sulphur modified RNA substrate diesteromers
The two diesteromers were separated by FPLC using anion exchange column. 10 column
volumes of elution buffer (buffer B) containing 1 M NaCI was allowed through the column to
remove impurities, if any. After equilibrating the column by 30 column volume of buffer A, 20
mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5, 20 µ mole of the sulphur modified RNA substrate was injected
onto the column. After loading, the sample was washed with 10 column volume of buffer A with
a flow rate 1 ml/min. The diesteromers were eluted with 30 column of elution buffer (buffer B)
with 0-100 % gradient using a flow rate 1 ml/min and the two diesteromers , dr1 and dr 2, were
eluted at 30 % and 33 % gradient, respectively. The collected samples, 1 ml of each, were
lyophilized by adding 1 mM borane tetrahydrofuran complex to prevent dimer formation,
dissolved in dH20 and quantified by UV-vis. Both diesteromers (dr1 and dr2) were labeled at 5’end by using the same procedure described earlier and used as substrate.

3.3.7 Reaction conditions for the sulfur modified substrates
The reactions were carried out in several different conditions. Those were with or without
manganese supplemented in the reaction buffer (reaction buffer compositions stated earlier) and
with different enzyme concentrations. The dr1 or dr2 substrates were hybridized with the different
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DNA templates and the reactions were carried out in reaction buffer (contained 10 mM
magnesium chloride) using two enzyme concentrations, 100 nM or 1 nM, setting the temperature
at 37 °C. In reactions with Mn+2, 10 mM manganese chloride was added to the reaction buffer
using the same procedures as described while the enzyme concentration was kept 1 nM. The
visualization procedures were the same as described.

3.3.8 Melting temperature study
In order to determine the free energy differences among the duplex with normal and modified
DNA with RNA UV absorbance monitored melting temperature were performed at four
concentrations ranging from 8 µM down to 0.25 µM duplex. Samples with 1:1 ratio were mixed
with 1 ml melting buffer, 5 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.5 mM EDTA, 1 M NaCI and
placed in 1.5 ml eppendroff tube. The samples were placed in water that preheated to 85 °C and
kept at room temperature until the temperature down to 25 °C and the samples were then kept at
4 °C freezer for 3 hours. Samples in quartz cuvettes with 1 cm path length were placed in
thermostated sample chamber of Cary win UV 300 UV-vis spectrophotometer to monitor the
melting curve. The temperature was raised from 6 - 80 °C with a rise 0.5 °C/min and the UV
spectra recorded in every 0.5 min at 260 nm wave length and the each process were repeated four
times. The thermodynamic parameters were analysed by van’t Hoff method. The van’t Hoff
enthalphy and entropy were determined from the dependence of Tm on DNA/RNA concentration
by the following equation:

1/Tm = (n-1)R ln[Ct] /∆Ho + ∆So/∆Ho
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Where Ct was the total strand concentration, n, R, and ∆So denoted as molecularity, gas constant,
and entropy, respectively. The plot was constructed by 1/Tm VS ln Ct putting on the Y-axis and
X-axis, respectively. Three sets of data for native, sulfur modified, and selenium modified DNA
were placed in the same graph and the slope was set equal to (n-1) R/∆H° where n value set to 2
and intercept was equal to ∆So/∆Ho . Slope and intercept of the plot were calculate using
Microsoft excel. After calculation of entropy (∆So) and enthalpy (∆Ho) for each DNA, free
energy of duplex formation for each duplex was determined by using the following equation:
∆Go = ∆Ho - T∆So, where T is the absolute temperature.

3.3.9 Expession and purification of RNase H protein
Wild type and truncated RNase H (B. halodurans) constructs, pET15 and pET 42, respectively,
were received from Dr. Wei Yang lab (NIH) as a gift. Protein expressions were carried out in
BL21 (DE3) pLys E. coli (purchasecd from Invitrogen). The transformation was accomplished
by heat shock methods. One picomole of the plasmid carrying our gene of interest was added in a
vial of (50 µl) competent cell and swirl gently. The vial was placed in ice for 30 minutes and
heat shock for 40 seconds at 42 °C and placed again in ice for 5 minutes. In the vial 150 µl of
SOC medium was added and shaken for 1 hour at 37 °C. The bacteria then spreaded on LB-agarampicillin-chloramphenicol plate and kept in 37 °C incubator for overnight. A single colony was
picked up and grown in LB-ampicillin-chloramphenicol broth for overnight at 37 °C by shaking.
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Two liters LB-ampicillin-chloramphenicol broth was prepared and 1/50th volume of over night
culture was added and grown for 2-3 hours. The protein expression was induced by adding 1 mM

IPTG when the OD600 reached 0.6 and the culture was allowed to grow for 4 hrs and the cells
were harvested by centrifugation. The cell were washed twice with lysis buffer (75 mM NaCl, 40
mM NaH2PO4 pH 7, 0.1 mM EDTA, 1 mM dithiothreitol DTT, 5 % glycerol) and the cells were
suspended in the same buffer. The cells were lyzed by sonication and centrifuzed for 30 min at
13,000 rrm and supernatant was collected. The supernatant was loaded onto the Ni affinity
column and protein with his tag was eluted by 500 mM imidazole gradient buffer (40 mM
NaH2PO4 (pH 7.0), 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1.4 mM β-mercaptoethanol, and 500 mM
imidazole). The buffer was exchanged to 40 mM NaH2PO4, 150 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 2 mM
DTT, and 0.5 mM EDTA for thrombin digestion. The proteins were further purified on a Phenyl
Superose column with a 2 to 0.3 M gradient of ammonium sulfate, concentrated to 15–20 mg/ml,
and stored in 20 mM HEPES (pH 7.0), 75 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 0.5 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT
at 4°C or −20°C.
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3.4 Results and Discussions:

3.4.1 Crystal structure of double selenium modified DNA base pair with RNA and tr-mut- RNase
H (BH) ternary
Crystal structure of the ternary complex D4 - RN - tr-mutant RNase H (BH) has been resolved by
X-ray diffraction (NDB ID: PH0043, 2R7Y, 2007) by Jiang, J.-S., Gerlits, O., Huang, Z. at 1.8 Å
resolution. MAD phasing method was used for determining the ternary complex structure in C 2
space group (Figure 1). This is the first crystal structure of protein - nucleic acid complexes that
have been determined based on Se-derivatized nucleic acids (SeNA) and MAD phasing. In this
X-ray diffraction experiment truncated version of RNase H enzyme from Bacillus halodurans
(BH) was co-crystallized. This truncated enzyme is more active enzymatically than its wild type
(WT) and gave better resolution in crystal structure. The truncated RNase H (BH) was generated
by removing N-terminal (1-57) amino acid residues that constitutes the hybrid binding domain
(HBD). The inactive version of the truncated RNase H (BH) has a point mutation where
negatively charged aspartate residue 132 (D132) was replaced by a positively charged amino
acid asparagine (N). From this D132N mutation, coordination of the enzyme with the metal ion
B has been abolished and the enzymatic activity of the RNase H (BH) was lost. In the duplex, the
template was 6-mer selenium modified DNA (D4: 5’- ATSeGTCSeG -3’) that form base pair with
6-mer RNA substrate (RN: 5’-UCGACA-3’). The 6-mer selenium modified DNA template was
synthesized by solid-phase methods and selenium was introduced at the 6 position of both G
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(guanine) bases replacing oxygen atoms (Scheme 1). In this duplex, the DNA base A (1’) and
RNA base U (1) remain overhang on both sides where the other 5 bases form base pairs with
their complementary bases (Figure 1a). So, the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) was 58-196 amino acids
long where the N-terminal Hybrid Binding Domain (HBD) was genetically removed and only Cterminal catalytic domain (58-196 aa) was present.
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Crystal structure of the ternary complex, selenium modified DNA, RNA, and trmut-RNase H (BH) protein

5´ RNA
C (2) U (1)
G (3)

3´
Se-G (6’)

D132N
E188

E109

A (4)
C (5’)
B

T (4’)
D71
A

C (5)

D192

5´

6-Se-G (3’)
A (1’)

A (6)

T (2’)

SeDNA

3´

NDB ID: PH0043, 2R7Y, 2007, Jiang, J.-S., Gerlits, O., Huang, Z.
Figure 1: Crystal structure of the ternary complex, selenium modified DNA (yellow), RNA (red)
and tr-mut-RNase H (BH) protein (green). The amino acids in the active site (labeled), Mg+2 ions
A and B (hot pink balls), SeDNA (yellow), RNA (red). The 6-seleno-G (blue) with selenium (red
ball) base pairs with C (5’) and the cleavage bond (pink) between A (4) and C (5) on the RNA
strand are shown. The amino acid residues D194 (Asp-194), E198 (Glu-198), and D132N, the
catalytic triad (DDE motif) makes the active site of the enzyme. The two magnesium ions A and
B located at the active site close to the scissile bond.
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The co-crystal structure of selenium modified DNA, RNA, and tr-mut-RNase H (BH) protein
ternary complex showed the presence of duplex formation between SeDNA and RNA (Figure 1).
In this duplex 5’-A of the

Se

DNA (D4, 5’- ATSeGTCSeG -3’) and 5’-U of the RNA (RN, 5’-

UCGACA-3’) remain overhang on both sides. The two selenium atoms located at the 6-positions
of G’s on the DNA strand. The conserved amino acid residues, D71, E109, D132N, and D192
and the non-conserved amino acid E188, forms catalytic active site. The two Mg+2 ions located
in the active site coordinates with amino acids and water molecules. The amino acid residues
D194, E198, and D132N, the catalytic triad, makes the active site of the enzyme. The two
magnesium ions (red) located at the active site coordinates with the active site residues, scissile
bond of RNA (pink), and water molecules. The putative scissile bond, between 3’ of A (4) and 5’
of C (5), of the substrate RNA located close to the active site (Figure 1).
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Tertiary structure of tr-mut-RNase H (BH) showing different helices and sheets
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NDB ID: PH0043, 2R7Y, 2007, Jiang, J.-S., Gerlits, O., Huang, Z.

Figure 2: Tertiary structure of tr-mut-RNase H (BH) C-terminal catalytic domain residues from
61 to 193. (a) The tertiary structure showing β - strands and α-helices. This catalytic domain
consists of a mixed β sheet with three antiparallel (1, 2, and 3) and two parallel (4 and 5) strands
and three α helices (A, B, and D) arranged like a letter “H” on one side of the sheet. (b) Catalytic
domain of tertiary structure tr-mut-RNase H (BH) with different α-helices and β - strands
showing active site residues (black labeled), SeDNA (yellow)/RNA (red) duplex, and Mg+2 metal
ions (red balls, A and B).
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The tertiary structure of the catalytic domain located at the C-terminal (59-196 amino acid)
consists of a mixed β sheet with three antiparallel (1, 2, and 3) and two parallel (4 and 5) strands
and three α helices (A, B, and D) arranged like a letter “H” on one side of the sheet (Figure 2a).
Helix A runs between strands 3 and 4, and helices B and D run between strands 4 and 5.
Together they form the αβα Rossmann-like fold. In the duplex SeDNA paired with RNA. The two
magnesium ions (red ball, A and B) remain in close proximity of the active site. Four conserved
residues D71, E109, D132, D192 and one non-conserve residue E188 constitute the catalytic
active site (Figure 2b). The residues D192 and E 188 located on the loop at the C-terminal of the
chain and the residues D71 and E109 resides on the β-1 strand and on the A helix, respectively.
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Crystal structure of tr-mut-RNAse H (BH) showing important residues interact with
DNA/RNA duplex
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Marcin Nowotny, Sergei A. Gaidamakov, Robert J. Crouch, and Wei Yang; Cell, Vol. 121, 1005–
1016, July 1, 2005.

Figure 3: DNA/RNA duplex binding to the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) enzyme showing interacting
amino acid residues on different strand and helices and schematic diagram of DNA/RNA duplex.
(a) The residues of the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) involved in interaction with DNA/RNA duplex are
labeled. The residues that make theDNA phosphate binding pocket (residues labeled blue in red
circle) interact with phosphate group of the DNA backbone. (b) Interactions between the
RNA/DNA hybrid and tr-mut-RNase H (BH). Shown are the residues interacting with
phosphates (yellow highlight), sugars (green highlight), and bases (gray highlight). Cyan lines
indicate interactions made by the protein backbone, and black lines indicate interactions made by
side chains. Water-mediated interactions are indicated by –W.
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The specificity of RNase H recognition by DNA/RNA duplex accomplished through the direct
contacts with five consecutive 2′-OH groups on the RNA strand (Figure 3b). The face of the
RNase H (BH) containing the active site has two grooves separated by

8.5 Å, into which the

backbones of the RNA/DNA hybrid fit snugly, with the minor groove straddling the ridge in
between. The DNA binding groove, which comprises the N terminus of helix αA and the loops
between helices αB and αD and between the β1 and β2 strands (Figure 3a), is accentuated by a
phosphate binding pocket composed of T104, N106, S147, and T148. The active site of RNase H
is located in the groove that accommodates the RNA strand. The catalytic carboxylates E109,
D132(N), and their immediate neighbors (N106 and Q134) make hydrogen bonds with two 2′OH groups immediately 5′ to the scissile phosphate. S74 and G76 adjacent to D71 (the other
active-site residue) contact the two 2′-OH groups 3′ to the scissile phosphate. The phosphate
binding pocket probably plays a role in anchoring the B form DNA and contributes to the
specificity for binding of a mixed conformation RNA/DNA hybrid.
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Stereoview of the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) -substrate complex showing molecular surfaces and
puckering of ribose sugars in the complex

a

3´-endo

2´-endo

dSeG (3)

rC (5)
(b)

Nowotny M,Yang W, (2006) EMBO J. May 3;25(9):1924-33. 6.

Figure 4: Stereoview of the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) -substrate complex showing molecular
surfaces and puckering of ribose sugars in the complex.
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Figure 4: Stereoview of the tr-mut-RNase H (BH) -substrate complex showing molecular
surfaces and puckering of ribose sugars in the complex. (a) The molecular surface of tr-mutRNase H (BH) is shown in pinkish gray, and the substrate RNA (red) and DNA (blue) are shown
as rods (backbone) and sticks (bases). The three crystal (pink) and three NMR (yellow)
structures of RNA/DNA hybrids are superimposed onto the RNase H (BH) structure.
Nucleotides are numbered relative to the nucleotide at the active site and according to the
polarity of the RNA strand. The face of the RNase H (BH) containing the active site has two
grooves separated by

8.5 Å, into which the backbones of the RNA/DNA hybrid fit snugly,

with the minor groove straddling the ridge in between.
(b) Suger puckering of

DNA and RNA in SeDNA/RNA duplex in binding in crystal structure

Se

with tr-mut-RNase H (BH) protein. DNA and RNA adopt 2´-endo and 3´-endo, respectively, in
DNA/RNA duplex.
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The RNA/DNA hybrid in the complex of RNase H (BH) adopts a mixed A and B conformation.
The RNA strand is in A form with 3′-endo sugar puckers, and the DNA strand is in B form with
2′-endo or 1′-exo sugars (Figure 4b). In addition to the sugar puckers, the mixed A and B
character of RNase H (BH) substrate is reflected in the minor-groove width. The average minorgroove width of three A-like crystal structures of RNA/DNA hybrids is 9.8 Å, and the average of
three mixed A/B form NMR structures is 8.4 Å, that has been found in DNA/RNA complex
(155). Superposition of the three crystal and three NMR structures of RNA/DNA hybrids with
that of the RNase H (BH) complex reveals a near perfect alignment of the RNA strands, but the
positions of the DNA strands differ (Figure 4a). The B form DNA strand with one local
distortion fits the RNase HC surface perfectly, while the A-like structure does not. RNases H
probably select and stabilize an RNA/DNA hybrid in the mixed A and B conformation and
thereby discriminate against dsRNAs, which are invariably A form.
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Superimposition of global and local structures of the 6SeG-modified and native DNA/RNA
duplexes of the nucleic acid–protein complex

a

d

b

c

e

Jozef Salon, Jiansheng Jiang, Jia Sheng, Oksana O. Gerlits and Zhen Huang
Nucleic Acids Research, 2008, Vol. 36, No. 22 7009–7018

Figure 5: Seperimposition of global and local structures of modified and native DNA/RNA
duplex. Superimposition of global and local structures of the 6SeG-modified (2R7Y, 1.80-_
resolution) and native (2G8U, 2.70 Å resolution) DNA/RNA duplexes (RN, 5’-ATGTCG-p3’/D2, 5’-UCGACA-3’) of the nucleic acid–protein complex are shown.
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Figure 5: Seperimposition of global and local structures of modified and native DNA/RNA
duplex.
Superimposition of global and local structures of the 6SeG-modified (2R7Y, 1.80-_ resolution)
and native (2G8U, 2.70 Å resolution) DNA/RNA duplexes (RN, 5’-ATGTCG-p-3’/D2, 5’UCGACA-3’) of the nucleic acid–protein complex are shown. The red balls represent Se-atoms
in the Se-derivatized DNA (D4, 5’-ATSeGTCSeG-p-3’). a) The structure of the SeDNA sequence
(2R7Y, in yellow) is superimposed over the corresponding native DNA (2G8U, in grey). b) The
structure of the RNA sequence (2R7Y, in green) is superimposed over the corresponding native
(2G8U, in grey). c) Superimposition of

Se

DNA/RNA (D4/RN) duplex on native DNA/RNA

(D2/RN) duplex. d) Superimposition of the base pair SeG (3´)/C (5) on native G/C base pair. Due
to introduction of selenium at 6-position of G caused 0.3 Å base pair shifting. e) Comparisons of
H-bond lengths in

Se

G (3´)/C (5) base pair (2R7Y) with native G/C base pair (2G8U). The

crystal structure shows three H-bonds (exo-6-Se/exo-4-NH2, 1-NH/N(3), and exo-2- NH2/exo-2O) with H-bond lengths of 3.5, 3.2, and 2.6 Å, respectively, for SeG (3´)/C (5) base pair where in
native G/C base pair the H-bond lengths for exo-6-O/exo-4-NH2, 1-NH/N(3), and exo-2NH2/exo-2-O are 3.0, 3.0, and 3.0 Å, respectively.
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The superimposed global and local structures of the 6 -

Se

G-modified DNA/RNA duplex (5’-

ATSeGTCSeG-p-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) and native DNA/RNA duplexes (5’-ATGTCG-p-3’/5’UCGACA-3’) in the nucleic acid–protein complex demonstrated that the global nucleic acid
structures of the native and Se-modified duplexes are very similar (Figure 5a,b). The SeG and C
also form a base pair, similar to the native G/C pair, via the Se-mediated H-bond (Se· · ·H:N)
exo-6-Se/exo-4-NH2. It was noticeable that due to selenium introduction at the 6 position of G,
the hydrogen bond length between exo-6-Se and exo-4-NH2 increased to 3.5 Å which was 0.5 Å
longer than its native counterpart (3.0 Å As a result of this increase, due to the presence of bigger
atom, the H-bonds of 1-NH/N(3) also increased (3.2 Å) but the H-bond of exo-2- NH2/exo-2-O
(2.6 Å became shorter in comparing with the native. The shorter H-bond of exo-2- NH2/exo-2-O
(2.6 Å) may due to sustain the helical properties of the RNA/DNA duplex, such as minor groove
width (8.4 Å) (Figure 4a), in order to fit itself in the enzyme binding site (Figure 5e). The
introduction of larger atom selenium in place of oxygen at 6 position of G also caused shifting of
the

Se

G:C base pair about 0.3 Å (Figure 5d). This shifting could reduce the aromatic base

stacking interaction that might arise from the greater anharmonicity of the exo-6-Se/exo-4-NH2
vibrational potential of the G in SeG/C, which arises from electronic interactions between SeG/C
and adjacent bases. The lessening of base stacking interaction coupled with increase in H-bond
length may bring into being decrease in stability for selenium modified DNA/RNA duplex (5’ATSeGTCG-p-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’). This phenomenon may reflect in decrease in Tm, higher in
free energy of duplex formation, and binding to enzyme (-∆G) that we observed in our present
study (discussed later).
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Although, as a whole, the stability of the selenium modified DNA/RNA duplex (5’-ATSeGTCGp-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) was substandard compare to the other duplex considered in this study, we
found the reactivity of the se-modified DNA as a template was much faster used by the tr-RNase
H (BH) enzyme. It is worth pointing out that this novel strategy could be used as an alternative
and simple tool to study enzyme functions and enzyme mechanisms. It also could be use to
enhance enzyme activities and that might have therapeutic advantages.
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Active site of tr-RNase H (BH) complex with the SeDNA/RNA hybrid

a

D132N

E109

Cleavage bond
A (4)
R

B

p

Sp

Se

A

D71

C (5)

SeG

(3’)

H2 O
D192

Figure 6: Active site of tr-mut-RNase H (BH) complex with the selenium modified DNA and
RNA hybrid. Amino acid residues in the active site are labeled. In substrate RNA strand,
cleavage bond between the base rC (5) and rA (4) are marked. In the template DNA strand
selenium modified G (3’) forms base pair with rC (5) in RNA strand. The water molecule
positioned to attack the scissile phosphate is indicated. Metal-ions A and B are coordinated by
amino acid residues are labeled. Pro-Rp and pro-Sp oxygens are labeled as Rp and Sp,
respectively. The metal ions A and B also interact with pro-Sp oxygen and the distances are 2.2 Å
and 2.6 Å, respectively. The nearest water molecule is 3.4 Å away from the electrophile
phosphate atom.
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Interactions of metal ion and water molecule with pro-Sp and pro-Rp oxygen in tr-mut-RNase H
(BH) active site

Sp

Rp

A

H2O

Figure 7: Interactions of metal ion and water molecule with pro-Sp and pro-Rp oxygen in tr-mutRNase H (BH) active site. The metal ion A positioned at co-ordinating distance (2.4 Å) with proSp oxygen and water molecule. The water molecule become activated by positively charged
metal ion (Mg+2) which makes nucleophilic attack on phosphate atom.
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In nucleotidyl transfer reactions catalyzed by an RNase H-like enzyme, two metal ions catalytic
mechanism have been proposed by Steitz and Steitz in 1988. In this mechanism the metal ion A
activates the water molecule for nucleophilic attack and metal ion B stabilizes the pentacovalent
intermediate and the product. In RNase H (BH) four conserved and one nonconserved
carboxylate amino acid residues constitute the active site. The A metal is coordinated by D192,
E188 (a nonconserved fifth carboxylate), the pro-Sp oxygen atom of the scissile phosphate, and
the water molecules in a nearly perfect octahedral geometry (Figure 6). The metal ion A also
coordinated by the first conserved carboxylate, D71, is located in the middle of the β1 strand
(Figure 2) and D71 coordinates both metal ions A and B (Figure 6). One of the water molecules
is 3.4 Å away from the scissile phosphate and is perfectly positioned for an in-line nucleophilic
attack (Figure 7). This water molecule does not contact any protein residues, but it is only 3 Å
from the pro-Rp oxygen of the phosphate immediately 3′ to the scissile bond. Replacement of this
pro-Rp but not the pro-Sp oxygen with a sulfur atom reduces the kcat of E. coli RNase H by 86%.
This pro-Rp oxygen most likely orients the water for the nucleophilic attack and may even serve
as a general base for deprotonation and then shuttle the proton to solvent. The B metal ion, which
is proposed to stabilize the pentacovalent intermediate and the product 3′-OH, is coordinated by
E109, D132 (mutated to Asn), and both bridging and nonbridging oxygen atoms of the scissile
phosphate (Figure 6 and 8).
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Stepwise reaction steps for RNase H catalysis

Nowotny M, Yang W, (2006) EMBO J. May 3;25(9):1924-33

Figure 8: Stepwise reaction steps for RNase H catalysis
The substrate RNA is shown in pink and products in purple. Coordination of metal ions is
highlighted in dark blue and scissile phosphate in red. Selected hydrogen bonds are shown as
blue lines. Blackcircles represent water molecules. The distance between the two metal ions is
indicated in the enzyme–substrate, enzyme–intermediate and enzyme–product complexes.
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The catalysis of RNase H (BH) occurs in severel steps showing in Figure 8. All the interactions
and atomic distances are equally important for catalysis to occur. The nucleotides upstream and
downstream of the cleavage bond are well coordinated. The catalysis begins with activating the
water molecule, which is 3.4 Å away from sessile phosphate atom (Figure 6), is coordinated by
the metal ion A and the phosphate oxygen of the nucleotide immediately 3’ of the scissile
phosphate. The 3’-oxygen and 2’-OH of the nucleotide upstream to sessile phosphate are
coordinated by the metal ion B and E109, respectively. The 3’-oxygen interact with metal ion A
and pro-Rp oxygen coordinated by both the metal ions. The optimum distance between two metal
ions is 4 Å. This reaction occurs by one-step by SN2-like (bimolecular nucleophilic substitution)
accompanied by a pentacovalent intemediate and inversion of the phosphate stereo configuration.
The cleavage products are 3’-OH and 5’-phosphate.
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3.4.2 Free energy of duplex formation is higher for selenium modified DNA base pair with
complementary RNA.
Melting temperature studies were performed in order to determine the free energy of duplex
formations. This free energy determination would give information’s whether selenium
incorporation at 6-position of the base G has any effect on duplex formation. Three DNA
sequences, native DNA (DTmN): 5'-TGTCGTGTCG-3', sulfur modified DNA (6-Sulfur G)
(DTmS):

5'-TGTCGTSGTCG-3’, and selenium modified DNA (6-Seleno G) (DTmSe): 5'-

TGTCGTSeGTCG-3, base pair with complementary RNA (RTm): 5’-ACGACACGAC-3’, was
selected. In each duplex nine bases would form base pair where 5’-dT and 5’-rA remain
overhang on both sides. Of the two modified DNA oligos, DTS has sulfur at the 6-position of G
substituted for oxygen atom (O) and in DTSe selenium at the same position in place of oxygen
atom (O). The native DNA, DTN, was selected for comparing the melting temperatures (Tm) and
the free energies with modified duplexes. In establishing Tm study, DTmN or GTS or DTmSe was
mixed with RTm in equimolar ratio (1:1) in Tm buffer (5 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.0, 0.5 mM
EDTA, 1 M NaCI, 10 mM di-borane in THF). Four different concentrations for each duplex
ranging from 8.74 µM down to 0.25 µM were chosen to determine the enthalpies by using van’t
Hoff method. The duplexes were placed in a water bath preheated to 85 °C and allowed to cool
down to room temperature and placed at 4 °C freezer for 3 hours. Samples were placed in quartz
cuvettes with 1 cm path length in thermostated sample chamber of Cary win UV 300 UV-vis
spectrophotometer to monitor the melting curve. The temperature was raised from 6 °C - 80 °C
with a rise of 0.5 °C/min and the UV spectra recorded in every 0.5 min at 260 nm wave lengths
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and the each process was repeated four times. The Tm profile for the duplex DTmN/ RTm is given
below that has been carried out in four different concentrations. The Tm of the duplex
concentration 0.25 µM, 3.08 µM, 5.92 µM, and 8.74 µM was 52.2 °C, 54.5 °C, 56.2 °C, and 58.2
°C, respectively, showed increment of Tm with the increase in duplex concentration.
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Melting temperature (Tm) of the duplex DTmN/ RTm at four different concentrations

DTmN/ RTm : 5'-TGTCGTGTCG-3’/5’-ACGACACGAC-3’
Duplex conc.: 0.25 µM
Tm (av.): 52.2 °C

Duplex conc.: 3.08 µM
Tm (av.): 54.5 °C

Duplex conc.: 5.92 µM
Tm (av.): 56.2 °C

Duplex conc.: 8.74 µM
Tm (av.): 58.2 °C

Figure 9: Tm of the duplex DTmN/ RTm (5'-TGTCGTGTCG-3’/5’-ACGACACGAC-3’) at four
different concentrations. The measured Tm of the duplex concentration, 0.25 µM, 3.08 µM, 5.92
µM, and 8.74 µM was 52.2 °C, 54.5 °C, 56.2 °C, and 58.2 °C, respectively, showed increment of
Tm with the increase in duplex concentration.
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Melting temperature (Tm) of the duplex DTmS / RTm at four different concentrations

DTmS / RTm : 5'-TGTCGTSGTCG-3’/5’-ACGACACGAC-3’
Duplex conc.: 0.25 µM
Tm (av.): 43.7 °C

Duplex conc.: 3.08 µM
Tm (av.): 44.47 °C

Average Tm: 44.47 °C
Duplex conc.: 5.92 µM
Tm (av.): 47.7 °C

Duplex conc.: 8.74 µM
Tm (av.):48.4 °C

Figure 10: Tm of the duplex DTmS / RTm (5'-TGTCGTSGTCG-3’/5’-ACGACACGAC-3’) at four
different concentrations. The measured Tm of the duplex concentration, 0.25 µM, 3.08 µM, 5.92
µM, and 8.74 µM was 43.7 °C, 44.47 °C, 47.7 °C, and 48.4 °C, respectively, showed increment
of Tm with the increase in duplex concentration.
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Melting temperature (Tm) of the duplex DTmSe / RTm at four different concentrations

DTmSe / RTm : 5'-TGTCGTSeGTCG-3’/5’-ACGACACGAC-3’
Duplex conc.: 0.25 µM
Tm (av.): 39.9 °C

Duplex conc.: 5.92 µM
Tm (av.): 43.74°C

Duplex conc.: 3.08 µM
Tm (av.): 42.47 °C

Duplex conc.: 8.74 µM
Tm (av.): 46.1°C

Figure 11: The measured Tm of the duplex concentration, 0.25 µM, 3.08 µM, 5.92 µM, and 8.74
µM was 39.9 °C, 42.47 °C, 43.4 °C, and 46.1 °C, respectively, showed increment of Tm with the
increase in duplex concentration.
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After collecting all melting temperature data the thermodynamic parameters were analyzed by
van’t Hoff method. The van’t Hoff enthalphy and entropy were determined from the dependence
of Tm on DNA/RNA duplex concentration by the following equation:

1/Tm = (n-1)R ln[CT] /∆Ho + ∆So/∆Ho

Where Ct was the total strand concentration, n, R, and ∆So denoted as molecularity, gas constant,
and entropy, respectively. The plot was constructed by 1/Tm VS ln CT plotted on the Y-axis and
X-axis, respectively. Three sets of data for native, sulfur modified, and selenium modified DNA
were placed in the same graph and the slope was set equal to (n-2) R/∆H° where n value set to 2
and intercept was equal to ∆S/∆Ho . Slope and intercept of the plot were calculate using
Microsoft excel. After calculating entropy (∆So) and enthalpy (∆Ho) for each DNA/RNA duplex,
free energy of each duplex formation was determined by using the following equation:

∆Go = ∆Ho - T∆°So, where T is the absolute temperature.
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van’t Hoff plot for native and modified DNA/RNA duplex (1/Tm vs ln CT)

DTmN/ RTm (Native):
DTmS/ RTm (S-modified):
DTmSe/ RTm (Se-modified):

Figure 12: van’t Hoff graphical representation of reciprocal melting temperature (1/Tm) and
natural log of total strand concentrations (ln CT) plotted on Y- and X-axis,
axis, respectively. The
symbol “

”, “

” and “ ” in the graph represents the Tm of duplex DTmSe/RTm,, DTmS/RTm, and

DTmN/RTm at various concentrations, respectively. It has been noticed that the duplex stability
was DTmN/RTm > DTmS/RTm> DTmSe/RTm.
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All duplexes (Figure 9, 10, and 11) we investigated gave cooperative, reversible melting
transitions in different concentrations that allow the accurate determination of Tm by UV
absorption method. Each duplex formation monitored by UV absorption methods to have a
single melting transition with very similar curve shapes and melting temperatures. The result
indicated two state melting behaviors for these duplexes. The order of stability for the duplexes
under similar condition is DTmN/RTm

>

DTmS/RTm> DTmSe/RTm. The stability of native DNA is

significantly higher than those of modified DNA’s, and that has the selenium been being the
least. By calculating slope and intercept of the plot using Microsoft Excel the thermodynamic
parameters, entropy and enthalpy, were determined by van’t Hoff methods. These parameters
have been used to calculate free energies for duplex formation. The thermodynamic parameters
of duplex formation are given in the Table- 1.
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Thermodynamic Parameters for Duplex Formation by Native and Modified DNA with RNA
(vant Hoff’s Method)

Abbreviations

Tm (°C)

-∆G
(Kcal/mol)

-∆H°
(Kcal/mol)

-∆S°
(Kcal/mol-deg)

DTmN / RTm

54.5

14.6

79.5

0.203

DTmS /RTm

44.7

12.2

75.3

0.2

DTmSe/RTm

42.4

11.3

68.6

0.198

DTmN :
DTmS:
DTmSe :
RTm :

5’-TGTCGTGTCG-3'
5’-TGTCGTSGTCG-3’
5’-TGTCGTSeGTCG-3’
5’-CGACACGACA-3’

1/Tm = (n-1)R ln[CT] /∆Ho + ∆So/∆Ho

∆Go = ∆Ho - T∆So,
where T is the absolute temperature

Table 1: Thermodynamic Parameters for Duplex Formation by Native and Modified DNA with
RNA (vant Hoff’s Method). Melting temperatures (Tm), free energies (∆G), enthalpies (∆H°),
and entropies (∆S°) of native and modified duplexes are shown. Free energy (-∆G) for native
duplex is higher than the other two duplexes where as it is the lowest for selenium modified
duplex.
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The free energy difference of duplex formation between DTmN / RTm (native) and DTmSe/RTm
(selenium modified) was 3.2 Kcal/mol. In comparing the DTmN / RTm (native) with DTmS /RTm
(sulfur modified) the difference was 1.7 Kcal/mol. In terms of duplex stability the DTmN / RTm
(native) was the most stable in compare with the other two which was consisted with Tm data.
Enthalpy data showed the similar trends. The enthalpy of DTmN / RTm (native) duplex was 5.6
Kcal/mol higher than that of DTmSe/RTm (selenium modified) duplex. Whereas there was little
difference between DTmN / RTm (native) and DTmS / RTm (sulfur modified) duplex. Considering all
thermodynamic parameters it could be concluded that the selenium modified DNA and RNA
duplex (DTmSe/RTm) has the lowest stability. This observation was consisted with the X-ray
crystal structure study where it has been observed the base pair shifting (0.3 Å) due to selenium
incorporation at the 6-position of G in place of oxygen atom.
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3.4.3 RNase H (BH) enzyme binds to the 5’-ATSeGTCG -3’ (D3)/ 5’-UCGACA-3’ (RN) with
lower affinity
Gel shift assay was performed to detrmine the binding energy of the duplex D3/RN (5’ATSeGTCG -3’/ 5’-UCGACA-3’) with RNase H (BH) enzyme. The duplexes D2/RN (5’ATGTCG - P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) and S1/RN (5’-ATSGTCG-P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) were used to
compare the binding energies. In S1, the oxygen atom at 6-position of the base G has been
replaced with sulfur atom. The sulfur atom is in the same group as oxygen which is smaller than
selenium but larger than oxygen. From these substitutions (selenium or sulfur) we have been
trying to understand the effect of larger atom on melting temperature of the duplex and on
binding affinity for RNase H (BH) and eventually the rate of substrate hydrolysis (RNA) using
those modified DNA as templates. In all three types of duplex, D2/RN, D3/RN, and S1/RN the the
duplex concentration was 1 µM and enzyme concentration increased from 1 µM to 13.5 µM
(Figure 12). Among the three duplexes the binding affinity for the selenium modified DNA/RNA
duplex for RNase H (BH) was the lowest (Figure 13, c) and sulfur modified DNA/RNA being
intermediate (Figure 13, b). It has observed that almost all the duplex occupied by the enzyme at
the concentration 9.5 µM when D3/RN was used whereas the same amount of duplex was bound
at enzyme concentration 7.5 µM for S1/RN (Figure 13, b). The affinity of the enzyme for native
DNA/RNA duplex was the highest; almost all duplexes were bound to enzyme at concentration 2
µM (Figure 13a and 13d). The dissociation constant (Kd) of RNase H (BH) for all duplexes were
determined by calculating the enzyme concentration where 50 % of the duplex was bound. This
has been done by plotting the enzyme concentration at variable axis (X-axis) and fractional
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occupancy on Y-axis (Figure 14). The calculated Km was 2.5 µM, 4.3 µM, and 6.4 µM for the
duplex D2/RN, S1/RN, and D3/RN, respectively. From this dissociation constant it was clear the
binding of duplex with RNase H (BH) stronger for native, lowest for selenium modified and
intermediate for sulfur modified DNA with the order D2/RN >S1/RN>D3/RN. The free energy of
duplex binding with RNase H (BH) for each duplex was calculated from the equilibrium constant
by using the following equation.
∆G = - 2.303 RT log10 Keq

Where R is gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and Keq is the equilibrium constant (1/Kd).
The calculated free energy for duplex D2/RN, S1/RN, and D3/RN binding to RNase H are + 0.32, +
0.93, and + 1.13 Kcal/mol at 25 C°. The order of the free energy of binding is D2/RN > S1/RN >
D3/RN which is consistent with gel analysis (Figure 13).
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Analysis of RNase H (BH) binding to different modified and native DNA/RNA duplexes by gelshift assay

(a)D2/RN

(b) S1/RN

[RNase H (BH)] µM

[RNase H (BH)] µM

(c) D3/RN
[RNase H (BH)] µM

Bound
Free
A B 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 2 34 5 6 7 8

1 2

3 4

5 6 7

8

(d) D2/RN
[RNase H (BH)] µM
RNA (substrate), no enz, no
template
B. RNA (substrate), with enz., no
template
1. Zero enz,
2.
1.0 µM
3.
3.5 A B
9 10 11 12 13 1 4 15 16
4.
5.5 5.
7.5 6.
9.5 9. No enz
7. 11.5 10. 0.5 µM
8. 13.5 11. 1.0 D2/RN: 5’-ATGTCG-p-3’/ 5’-UCGACA - 3’
12. 2.0 Conditions:
S1/RN : 5’- ATSGTCG-p-3’/ 5’-UCGACA - 3’
12 % non-denaturing PAGE
13. 3.0 Running buffer: 0.5X TAE, pH 7.5
D3/RN : 5’- ATSeGTCG-p-3’ / 5’-UCGACA - 3’
14. 4.0 Binding buffer: 10 mM KCI,
15. 5.0 1 mM DTT, 5 % glycerol
16. 6.0 A.

Bound
Free

Figure 13: Analysis of RNase H (BH) binding to different modified and native DNA and RNA
duplexes by gel-shift assay.
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Figure 13: Analysis of RNase H (BH) binding to different modified and native DNA and RNA
duplexes by gel-shift assay. (a) Binding of RNase H (BH) with the duplex D2/RN ((5’- ATGTCG
- P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0 - 13.5 µM enzyme concentration. (b) Binding of RNase H (BH) with
the duplex S1/RN (5’-ATSGTCG-P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0-13.5 µM enzyme concentration (c)
Binding of RNase H (BH) with the duplex D3/RN (5’-ATSeGTCG -3’/ 5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0-13.5
µM enzyme concentration (d) Binding of RNase H (BH) with the duplex D2/RN (5’- ATGTCG P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0 - 6.0 µM enzyme concentration.
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Measurement of dissociation constant by gel shift assay
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Figure 14: Measurement of equilibrium constant (Kd) of RNase H (BH) binding to modified and
native DNA /RNA duplexes by gel shift assay
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Figure 14: Measurement of equilibrium constant (Kd) of RNase H (BH) binding to modified and
native DNA /RNA duplexes by gel shift assay. The Kd was determined from the enzyme
concentration at which 50 % of the duplex was bind to enzyme. (a) Fractional occupancy of the
duplexes, D2/RN (5’-ATGTCG- P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’), S1/RN (5’-ATSGTCG-P-3’/5’-UCGACA3’) and D3/RN (5’-ATSeGTCG-3’/ 5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0-13 µM enzyme concentration. (b)
Fractional occupancy of the duplex D2/RN (5’- ATGTCG - P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) at 0 - 6 µM
enzyme concentration. The Kd of the duplex D2/RN, S1/RN, and D3/RN are 1.7 µM, 4.83µM, and
6.4 µM, respectively.
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Dissociation constant and free energies of native and modified DNA/RNA duplexes binding to
RNase H (BH)

Parameters

∆G Binding
(Kcal/mol)

Kd
(µM)

D2/RN
(5’- ATGTCG - P-3’
/5’-UCGACA-3’)

+ 0.32

1.7

S1/RN
(5’-ATSGTCG-P-3’
/5’-UCGACA-3’)

+ 0.93

4.83

D3/RN
(5’-ATSeGTCG -3’
/ 5’-UCGACA-3’)

+ 1.13

6.4

Table 2: Dissociation constants and free energies of modified DNA/RNA duplexes binding to
RNase H (BH). The dissociation and free energies (-∆G) of D2/RN > S1/RN > D3/RN binding to
RNase H (BH) are 1.7, 4.83, and 6.4 µM and + 0.32, + 0.93, and +1.13 Kcal/mol, respectively.
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The calculated free energy for duplex D2/RN, S1/RN, and D3/RN binding to RNase H are + 0.32, +
0.93, and + 1.13 Kcal/mol at 25 C°. The order of the free energy of binding is D2/RN > S1/RN >
D3/RN. From the calculation of free energies it was clear that binding of RNase H (BH) to native
duplex D2/RN (5’- ATGTCG - P-3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) was the most favorable and for the duplex
D3/RN RN (5’-ATSeGTCG -3’/ 5’-UCGACA-3’) was the least favorable among the three
duplexes under study which was consistent with the dissociation constants (Kd) and gel analysis
(Figure 13).
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3.4.4 Catalytic activities of truncated RNase H (BH) was higher on RNA substrate base paired
with modified DNA templates
Catalytic activities of truncated RNase H (BH) on RNA substrate base paired with native and
modified DNA templates. The 5’-32P labeled RNA substrate were incubated with DNA templates
D1, D2, D3, D4, S1, and S2, and wild type or truncated RNase H (RH) for 10 minutes at 37 C°.
The reactions were analyzed on the 21 % PAGE after 1 hour of run and the gel was dried by gel
dryer and image was taken by phosphoimager. From the gel analysis it has been shown that the
template D1 and D3 have the better performance as a templates over others (a, lane 3 and lane 6,
respectively). Among the modified templates, including that has the 3’-phosphate, the DNA
template containing SeG at the third position from 5’-end serving as a better template catalysis by
the tr-RNase H (BH) enzymes.
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Catalytic activities of truncated RNase H (BH) on RNA substrate base paired with native
modified DNA templates

Figure 15: Catalytic activities of truncated RNase H (BH) on RNA substrate base paired with
native modified DNA templates.
(a)Lane 1, D1/RN (5’-ATGTCG-3’/
3’/ 5’
5’-UCGACA-3’) NE; lane 2, D1/RN, WE; lane 3, D2/RN (5’ATGTCG-P-3’/ 5’-UCGACA-3’),
3’), NE; lane 4, D2/RN WE; lane 5, D3/RN (5’-AT
ATSeGTCG -3’/5’UCGACA-3’) NE; lane 6, D3/RN WE; lane 7, D4/RN NE; lane 8, D4/RN (5’- ATSeGTCSeG -3’/5’UCGACA-3’)
3’) WE; lane 9, RNA substrate (no template) WE.
(b)Lane 1, S1/RN (5’- ATSGTCG -3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) NE; lane 2, S1/ RN WE;
lane 3, S2/ RN (5’- ATSGTCSG -3’/5’-UCGACA-3’) NE; lane 4, S2/ RN WE; lane 5, RNA
substrate NE, no template.
te. NE: no enzyme, WE: with enzyme
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We have made several observations for selenium incorporation into DNA base that paired with
complementary RNA. X-ray diffraction results of the selenium modified DNA, RNA and RNase
H (BH) showed that the

Se

G/C base pair shifted about 0.3 Å which might affect base stacking

interaction. As a result of poor base stacking the duplex stability get lower what we observed
from lower melting temperature studies and lower free energy (-∆G) calculated by vant Hoff,s
method. RNase H binds to the DNA/RNA duplex and stronger binding depends on the duplex
stability. If the duplex is less stable then the enzyme binding will be less strong. This actually
reflected in binding study where we observed that the RNase H has lower affinity for selenium
modified DNA duplex than that of native and even to sulfur modified DNA duplex. Then we
proceeded to understand the role of selenium on catalytic activity of RNase H (BH), if any. We
used only one 6-mer RNA substrate (RN, 5’-UCGACA-3’) that has been co crystallized with
RNase H (BH). There were five different DNA templates, D2 (5’-ATGTCG-p-3’), D3 (5’ATSeGTCG-p-3’), D4 (5’-ATSeGTCSeG-p-3’), S1 (5’-ATSGTCG-p-3’), and S2 (5’-ATSGTCSG-p3’) and used. In D2 there was no modification but one phosphate group was placed at the 3’-end
instead of hydroxyl (-OH) group. In selenium modified DNA the base G (SeG) has been modified
by replacing its oxygen at 6 positions by selenium. Template D3 contained one
place from 5’-end of 6-mer DNA (Figure 1, 3’) and template D4 has two

Se

G at the 3rd

Se

G at the 3rd and 6th

from the same direction (Figure 1, 6’). We also considered another kind of modification, S1 and
S2, where the sulfur was placed at the same position of the base G’s to compare the effect of
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different atoms from the same group in the periodic table. In order to observe catalytic the
activity of RNase H (BH) for different modified templates we incubated different duplexes with
tr-RNase H (BH) and the results analyzed by the polyacrylamide gel. The RNA substrate was
labeled at 5’-end that visualized after exposing on X-ray film or phosphoimager. It has been
observed that the catalytic activity of the tr-RNase H (BH) was the highest when the template D1
(Figure 15, lane 2) and D3 (Figure 15, lane 6) were used. Among the different modified DNA
templates, including D2 (Figure 15, lane 4) that has phosphate at the 3’-end, the DNA template
with single selenium modified base found to be more active in catalysis by tr-RNase H (BH)
enzyme.
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3.4.5 Apparent reaction rate (Kapp) and apparent catalytic rate (Kcat) was higher for truncated
RNase H (BH) when base pair with selenium modified DNA template
The primary results we obtained from the experiment described in Figure 15 indicated that the
activity of tr-RNase H (BH) was different for different DNA templates we used. It was observed
that the DNA D3 showed more efficient as template as comparing to other. In this DNA only one
G base at the 3rd position from 5’-end (Figure 1, 3’) has been modified. But interestingly, the D4
DNA, where both the G bases at position 3rd and 6th from the 5’-end were modified (Figure 1, 3’
and 6’) did not demonstrated as an efficient template. On the other hand the S1 DNA (Figure 15b,
lane 2) has much better performance than D4 DNA template and even to S2 (Figure 15b, lane 4)
but not as efficient as D3. We proceeded further to determine the apparent rate constant (Kapp),
the turnover number (Kcat) of the enzyme tr-RNase H (BH) for substrate hydrolysis on different
DNA templates. Equal amount of different DNA/RNA duplexes were mixed with equal amount
of enzymes and aliquot was transferred at different time. The reactions were analyzed by
paolyacrylamide gel and visualized by exposing on film or phosphorimazer. The results were
shown in Figure 16. We used wild type (1-196 aa) and truncated RNase H (BH) enzymes on a
single duplex in order to determine the efficiency of the enzyme. It has been found that the
truncated version was more efficient in catalysis than that of wild type. We observed that when
we used the template D2 the truncated enzyme hydrolyzed the substrate about 70 % (Figure 16b,
Figure 17) where the wild type hydrolyzed 25 % (Figure 16a, Figure 17) at the same time (in 10
minutes). Then we carried on the experiments with only truncated RNase H (BH) enzyme with
different templates. It has been shown that the DNA D3 was the most efficient template because
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it hydrolyzed the substrate about 90% in 10 minutes (Figure 16c, Figure 17) which was the
highest among the all templates used.
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Kinetic analysis of WT (wild type) and tr (truncated) RNase H (BH) activities on different DNA
templates

(a) D2/RN (WT)

1

2

3

4

5

(b) D2/RN (TR)

6

1

2

3

4

( c) D3/RN (TR)

5

6

1

2

( d) D4/RN (TR)
1. Zero m
2. 0.5 m
3. 1 m
4. 3 m
5. 5 m
6. 10 m

DNA templates:
D2 :
D3 :
D4 :
S1 :
S2 :

5’-ATGTCG-p-3’
5’-ATSeGTCG-p-3’
5’-ATSeGTCSeG-p-3’
5’-ATSGTCG-p-3’
5’-ATSGTCSG-p-3

1

2

3

4

3

4

5

6

(e) S1/ RN (TR)

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

(f) S2/ RN (TR)

RN (RNA substrate native):
5’-UCGACA-3’
1

2

3

4

5

6

Figure 16: Kinetic analysis of RNase H (wild type and truncated) enzyme on RNA substrate base
paired with native DNAP and modified DNA templates. From these time-course analyses has
been demonstrated that truncated enzyme was more efficient than wild type [gel (a) compared to
the rest, wild type with DNA modified templates were not shown]. Among the DNA templates
those were treated with truncated enzyme single selenium modified DNA template was more
efficient in placing the sessile bond of the RNA substrate towards the active site of the enzyme
[gel (c)]. It has shown that 90 % of the RNA substrate been hydrolyzed in 10 minutes [gel (c),
lane 6] of reaction time.
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RNase H (BH) catalysis on native and modified DNA templates

% Substrate (RNA Native) Hydrolyzed

100

80

60

40

20

0
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Time in Min
D2 WT
D2 TR
D3 TR
D4 TR
S1 TR
S2 TR

Figure 17: Graph showing RNase H catalytic activities of different DNA templates monitored at
different reaction time. Wild type enzymes with native DNA template has lowest activity [♦],
data with wild type enzyme on modified DNA templates were not shown] compared to truncated
enzyme with all other DNA templates used in this study. Among the modified DNA templates
with truncated enzyme single selenium modified DNA template has the highest catalytic activity
which was about 95 %.
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Apparent reaction rate constants, which can be defined as the increase in molar concentration of
products in unit time, were determined from the slope of first minute reaction curve (Figure 17)
and the slopes were calculated by using Microsoft excel. From the data in Table 3 it was obvious
the Kapp and Kcat of tr- RNase H (BH) were four folds higher than WT RNase (BH) while using
D2 template. The Kapp of tr-RNase H (BH) was higher for the template D3 and lowest for D4. The
Kapp of tr-RNase H (BH) for the templates D2, D3, D4, S1 and S2 were 9.96, 12.38, 7.45, 11.24,
and 3.68 nM/min, respectively, which were 3.9, 44.9, 2.98, 4.49, and 1.47 nM/min, respectively,
times higher than the D2 WT RNase H (BH) enzyme. The order of Kapp for tr-RNase H (BH)
enzyme was D3 > D2 > S1 > S2 > D4 (Table 3). We observed the same trends for Kcat as Kapp of
the tr-RNAse H (BH) enzyme. The calculated Kcat of tr-RNase H (BH) for the templates D2, D3,
D4, S1 and S2 were 9.96, 12.38, 7.45, 11.24, and 3.68 M/min/mole enzyme, respectively, which
were 3.9, 44.9, 2.98, 4.49, and 1.47 nM/min, respectively, times higher than the D2 WT RNase H
(BH) enzyme (Table 3).
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Apparent rate constant (Kapp) and catalytic rate (Kcat) of tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme on different
DNA templates

Apparent Rate Constant (Kapp) of tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme on Different DNA
Templates: A Comparison Over D2 WT
D2(wt)
nM/min (Kapp)

1 (12.5)

D2 (tr)
nM/min(Kapp)

3.9 (49.8)

D3 (tr)
nM/min (Kapp)

44.9 (61.9)

D4 (tr)
nM/min (Kapp)

2.98 (37.25)

S1 (tr)
nM/min (Kapp)

4.49 (56.22)

S2 (tr)
nM/min (Kapp)

1.47 (18.39)

Kcat of tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme on Different DNA Templates: A Comparison Over
D2 WT
D2
(WT)
M/min
/mole enzyme

1 (2.5)

D2
(Truncated)
M/min
/mole enzyme

D3
(Truncated)
M/min
/mole enzyme

3.98 (9.96)

4.9 (12.38)

D4
(Truncated)
M/min
/mole enzyme

2.98 (7.45)

S1
(Truncated)
M/min
/mole enzyme

4.49 (11.24)

S2
(Truncated)
M/min
/mole enzyme

1.47 (3.68)

Table 3: Apparent rate constant (Kapp) and catalytic rate (Kcat) of tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme on
different DNA templates
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Table 3: Apparent rate constant (Kapp) and catalytic rate (Kcat) of tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme on
different DNA templates. Table showing apparent rate constants (Kapp) and turnover numbers
(Kcat) of the tr-RNase H (BH) enzyme with native and modified DNA templates. Apparent rate
constants were determined from the slope of first minute reaction curve and the slopes were
calculated by using Microsoft Excel. A comparison of apparent constants of wild type enzyme
with native DNA template to truncated enzyme with native and modified DNA templates has
also shown. The Kapp of the truncated enzyme was higher than the wild type enzyme and among
the different DNA templates single selenium modified templates has the highest rate. Overall
the Kapp and Kcat of the truncated enzyme were higher than the wild type enzyme. Among the
different DNA templates, the template with single selenium modification has the highest Kapp
and Kcat.
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Synthesis of the 6-(2-cyanoethyl)seleno guanosine phosphoramidite (3) and oligonucleotides
containing the 6-Se-G (4)

Salon J et al. Nucl. Acids Res. 2008;36:7009-7018

© 2008 The Author(s)

Scheme 1: Synthesis of the 6-(2-cyanoethyl)seleno guanosine phosphoramidite (3) and
oligonucleotides containing the 6-Se-G (4). Reagents and conditions: (a) TIBS, DMAP, TEA,
CH2Cl2, room temperature; (b) diselenide, NaBH4/EtOH, −5°C, 80% yield in two steps; (c)
phosphoramidite, BTT, CH2Cl2, 75% yield; (d) solid-phase synthesis. TIBS = 2,4,6triisopropylbenzene-1-sulfonyl chloride, DMAP = 4-dimethylaminopyridine, CH2Cl2 =
dichloromethane, TEA = triethylamine, EtOH = ethanol, NaBH4 = sodium borohydride,
diselenide

=

(NCCH2CH2Se)2,

phosphoramidite

phosphorodiamidite, BTT = 5-(benzylthio)-1H-tetrazole

=

2-cyanoethyl

tetraisopropyl
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Catalytic pathway of RNase H (BH) on native and modified DNA template base pair with RNA

∆G H(N,

S, Se)

RNA Substrate + DNA Template

RNA Substrate - DNA Template + Enz.

∆G R

∆GB (N,

Kd (N,S,Se)

S, Se)

Kcat,, ∆G R
RNA Substrate - DNA Template - Enz.

RNA Products + DNA Template + Enz.
Parameters

∆GT

∆GR

∆GH

∆GB

Kcal/mo l

Kcal/mol

Kca l/mol

Kca l/mo l

Kd
µM

K cat
M/min
/mole enz.

DNA Template
(Native,N)

- 16.06

- 0.38

- 14.6

+ 0.32

1.7

9.96

DNA Template
(Sulfur, S)

- 16.07

- 1.3

- 12.2

+ 0.93

4.83

11.24

DNA Template
(Selenium, Se)

- 18.37

- 8.2

- 11.3

+ 1.13

6.4

15.75

∆G° = - 2.303 RT log10 Keq

Scheme 2: Catalytic pathway of RNase H (BH) on native and modified DNA template base pair with
RNA.
Different kinetic parameters were shown in the table. It can be observed that the catalytic activity of
RNase H (BH) was the highest with selenium modified DNA template. Free energies (∆G) of the SeDNA
template for binding (∆GB), hybrid formation (∆GH) is downhill in comparing to the native. But the free
energy of SeDNA template is about 8 unit uphill than native. The overall free energy (∆GT) for the SeDNA
template is uphill about two units compare to the native.
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Kinetic parameters of the native, selenium, and sulfur modified DNA templates have been analysed and
free energies for hybrid formation (∆GH), duplex binding (∆GB) to RNase H (BH), have determined. The
results are illustrated in Scheme 2. It has been found that the free energies of hybrid formation (∆GH) and
duplex binding (∆GB) to RNase H (BH) higher (downhill) for SeDNA template in comparing to the native
and sulfur modified DNA templates. But the free energy of the

Se

DNA template for catalytic reaction

(∆GT) is eight units uphill in contrast to native and seven units to sulfur modified DNA templates. On the
other hand, the total free energy (∆GT) for the

Se

DNA is two units uphill (-18.37) than native (-16.06)

which gives about 1000 folds higher performance by RNase H (BH) when using selenium modified DNA
template.
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3.5 Summary
RNase H (BH) enzyme became a model enzyme owing to its stability, higher expression in E.
coli system, and for excellent X-ray crystallographic properties. This enzyme has been using to
elucidate catalytic mechanism at molecular level by different research laboratories. The structure
of RNase H (BH) and nucleic acid complex were solved by heavy atom soaking method.
Selenium atom is now being using to determine crystal structure. Its anomalous scattering
property helps to solve the major obstacle in X-ray crystallography, the phase problem. Selenium
atom incorporation into protein is accomplished by growing bacteria in selenomethionine
supplemented medium. In nucleic acid, selenium modified phosphoramide is used through solid
phase synthesis for incorporation. Enzymatic incorporation of seleno modified nucleotides into
DNA and RNA also has been demonstrated by Huang laboratory. This laboratory pioneered
selenium incorporation into nucleic acid and structure determination by X-ray crystallography.
Among many useful properties of selenium atom, its anomalous scattering property is found to
solve phase problem largely. The crystal structure of selenium modified DNA revealed the DNA
structure is flexible and it can accommodate larger atom while keeing its integrity and biologic
function. The modification allows forming Watson-Crick H-bonds and can fit into enzyme active
site with no or little distortion. We observed that the selenium introduction in the DNA can form
base pair with the complementary RNA and can stably introduce into the RNAse H (BH) active
site. In this selenium modified DNA and RNA duplex selenium has introduced into 6-position of
the base guanine in DNA strand. Interestingly, the SeG forms seleno-hydrogen (Se- - - H-O) bond
with the 4-oxygen of the base cytosine on the opposite RNA strand. The selenium introduction
causes base pair shifting about 0.3 Å. From enzymatic activity study it has been noticed that this
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subtle change in the duplex conformation enhances the RNase (BH) enzymatic activity about
thousands fold. This enhancement primarily attributed to the closer positioning of the attacking
water molecule to the scissile phosphate that acts as an electrophile. Here we are reporting the
novel functionality of selenium which can accelerate the enzyme activity.
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3.6 Conclusions
Selenium is an essential trace element. Its role has been implicated in many pathological
conditions in human. Selenium has been recognized as the 21st amino acid which translated into
protein by ribosome mediated protein synthesis mechinary. As being of its anomalous scattering
properties, the phase problem, the major obstacle in X-ray crystallography, has been solved
efficiently. In the crystal structure of RNase H (BH) and

Se

DNA/RNA duplex it has found that

selenium incorporation into template DNA did not affect the base pairing between DNA and
RNA, although the SeG:C base shifted 0.3 Å. This shifting pushed the scissile bond of the RNA
substrate towards the active site. As a result the catalytic effiency of RNase H (BH) has been
increased thousand folds. This property of selenium is novel which can be described as
enhancing effect. This property suggests a novel approach which can be used to enhance
catalytic property of many enzymes.
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